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Editorial
OUR CUP COMPETITION
At its meeting on January
18th, the Committee disci.
`^. the arrangements
for Lie annual Helvetia
Cup C >mpeti Lion for mem-bers' displays.
It was decided to appoint a sub-committee of
four officers of the
Society, and it will
consist of the following
memberss Dr.F.H.Taylor,
O.B.E. (vice-chairman),
Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley (hon.
Secretary) and Messrs.
A.J.Harding and J.H.Short.
The sub-committee will
complete the task of
drafting the final rules
for'Te competition, fix
th, ate on which it is
to be held (probably next
December), invite the independent jurors to attend the displays and .
award the Silver Cup, and
make any arrangements to
ensure success.
There is ample time for
all members to prepare
entries, but it is not
too early to give some
thought to what each of
them may submit.
The rules provide that
the prize will not be
necessarily awarded for
the most valuable items,
but for the entry which
shows philatelic knowledge and good presentation.

iVr74/ .ä(J3%Jo/TY lSSU/L
Four "Publicity Stamps" and a Miniature Sheet will be issued this
year by the P.T.T. according to an announcement in the official
P.T.T. Gazette, and all will be on sale at the Swiss Post Offices
and at the Philatelic Agency in Berne from February 15th onwards,
The four publicity stamps will be sold in place of the ordinary
postage stamps of 5, 10, 20 and 40 c. as long as stock lasts, but
will be invalidated by the end of the year. The innovation to
replace ordinary stamps by special stamps commemorating or advertising festivals, anniversaries or other events, was introduced
last year, when the four values for the Lucerne Agricultural
Exhibition, the Food and Cookery Exhibition in Berne, the World
Football Championship and the golden jubilee of Rhine navigation
were issued. It appears that the publicity stamps will become an
annual event. As they are to be sold without any surtax and their
total value is not to exceed 750. (about ls.3d.) collectors will
accept them as a welcome and attractive addition to the two traditional annual issues, the Pro Patria and the Pro Juventute sets.
The issue of a Miniature Sheet may, on the other hand, find a less
unanimous approval by collectors, particularly as the 1955 sheet
with a race value (valid for franking) of only 30c. is to be sold
for F 2.-, e.g. with a surtax of F 1.70. However, the purpose of
the Miniature Sheet is to help financing the Lausanne National
Stamp Exhibition next October and as this seems a laudable
purpose, we shall express our grumbling only in a whisper.
The new Pu3.?44

aStam s

which are all printed in multi-colour rotogravure by Courvoisier
on white granite paper is four sheets (A to D) per cylinder, each
of 25 stamps in the large size (41 by 26 mm.) are as followss
brown/grey/yellow/red, for the National Philatelic Exhibition at Lausanne. Designed by Andre Rosselet, it shows
the Lausanne Cathedral, a posthorn with the Cross of the
Confederation and bears the appropriate inscription.
10 c. green/yellow/red/light brown, is to advertise theWinegrowersi Festival at Vevey, the famous "Fete des vignerons"
which takes place from August 1 to 14 (and which members
who might be spending their summer holiday in Switzerland
should not miss!). The design by Miss Maya Allenbach,
shows a large straw hat, which is part of the national
costume of the Canton Vaux, adorned with a bunch of grapes,
and a reference to the event in French.
20 c. red and grey, is dedicated to the Swiss Alpine Shepherds
and Costume Festival, which is to take place at the famous
resort of Interlaken on the 5th, 6th and 7th of September.
The vertical design by Paul Boesch, renews our aquaintance
with Alphorn blower whom we first met on the 40c. value of
(continued ....)
5 0.
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the National Fete issue 1951, though the alphorn has
shrank in size this time, maybe owing to shortage of
space. This is the only one of the four stamps, which
bears the inscription indicating its purpose in German
as the other three events take place in the Frenchspeaking parts of Switzerland and have inscriptions in
that language.
40 c, blue/pink/silver-grey/dark grey shows a steering
wheel of a modern motorcar (complete with gear
lever!), being an appropriate design - by Kurth
Wirth - to publicize the 25th International Automobile "Salon" at Geneva from March 10th to 204h.
While all the new stamps will be available already on
February 15th (and first day covers can be ordered from
the Philatelic Agency to be postmarked with the familiar
F.D. cancellations in the three languages (Ausgabetag,
Jour d'emission, Giorno d'emissione), we understand
that special postmarks will also be issued for all or
at least some of the stamps for the opening days of the
events they are to commemorate. We shall provide more
details about these F.D. postmarks when opportunity
offers.
The Exhibition Miniature Sheet
As on several previous occasions, for instance for the
Intern.Philatelic Exhibition in Bale 1948 and for the
National Stamp Exhibition "Lunaba" in Lucerne in 1951,
the committee which is arranging the Lausanne Exhibition
from October 15th to 23rd. suceeo.d.ed in persuading the
P.T.T. to issue a Miniature Sheet, the "surtax" of which
is to be used for the purchase of frames, the hire of
the find building ,ref the ."Comptoir Suisse" and other
expenses. But this time the Union of Swiss Philatelic
run into great difficulties to get the "surtax" of
F 1.70 approved by the International Federation (Federation Internationale de Philately in Paris) which
some years ago banned all stamps and sheets which bear
a larger than 50 p.c. "surtax" of their face value,
The Swiss Union hoped to sell the sheet for 3.- F.,
but the Intern.Federation sternly (and rightly!) vetoed
the plan and warned that the Miniature Shoot would be
declared a "label" and that catalogue publishers would
be advised not to list it. Finally, after protracted
negotiations, the Federation relented and gave the
permission for the sheet, on the condition that its
,price will not exceed F 2.-. The Swiss had made it
clear that they would be unable to stage any philatelic
exhibitions at all in future, because the only means to
finance them come from such Miniature sheet revenue.
The sheet will have the pictures of two stamps, one
with a value of 10c. and one of 20c., both showing the
design of the 5c. publicity stamp by Andre Rosselet,
namely the (above described) Lausanne Cathedral and
posthorn. Two scrolls interrupted by two carrier
pigeons bear the inscription 'National Stamp Exhibition
- Lausanne 1955' in the three official languages German, French and Italian. Printed in photogravure by
Courvoisier the sheet will be in glorious technicolour,
in no less than eight colours, green, carmine, vermilion,
dark grey, light grey, yellow, light and dark olive.
The size of the block will be 103 by 52 millimeters. It
will be printed in large sheets containing sixteen miniature sheets, numbered from 1 to 16. The two stamps can
be cut out (they are imperforate) and used for franking
mail at their face value, and the miniature sheet will
also be valid for postage as a whole, at the face value
of 30c. First Day postmarks and special Exhibition
postmarks will be applied. It will be sold by the Philatelic Agency only, - from February 15th until October'
31st and, of course, also during the Exhibition.
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NEW PROP_ AGANDA POSTMARKS
include two flags for Baden and
Langenthal. The first advertises
"Winter cures" for rheumatism at
the famous rheuma resort of Baden,
the second, showing the great hall
at Langenthal, refers to its role
as a venue for congresses and
meetings. Two resort postmarks
were issued for Oberiberg showing alpine scenery - and for
Ruschlikon, the lovely village on
the lake of Zurich - with a rose
ornament.
SWISSAIR AMERICA FLIGHTS
A special romboid postmark was
applied to mail cexried by Swissair on special flights to U.S.A.,
Mexico, Cuba and Bermuda between
October 30th and November 14thSwissair plans to extend mail
flights to South Africa during

1955•
THE 20c. "GRIMSEL" No. 01,
In the next issue of the "Helvetia
News Letter" we shall start the
publication of an excellent study
of this stamp and its various
plates and varieties from the pen
of our distinguished member, •
Lt.Colonel J.D. Blyth, 0.B.E.,
R.P.S.,L. After long and most
expertly conducted research work
Colonel Blyth produced a study
which will arouse greatest interest
among all specialists.
PRINTING TEST
VIGNETTES
s illustrated)
which the P.T.T.
used to distribute free of
charge are being
offered (according to the
"Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung")
by some dealers at ls.8d. or more
to collectors, under the pretext
that they are "proofs".
The
P.T.T. officially states that
these vignettes are printed from
time to time to test the recess
rotary presses, they are, of
course, neither proofs or essays,
but could only be regarded as
printers' waste. They have been
printed in nine different colours
and perforated, again to test the
machines, and the P.T.T. at times
uses them as letter seals.
There is no need to pay anything
for them, as the Philatelic
Agency is giving them away, when
available,
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In the December 1954 issue of the "Helvetia
News Letter" we dealt with the Tell-head stamps,
the first of which celebrated its 40th anniversary
last year. Because of sudden changes in postal
rates in 1915 and 1921, three "Tell-heads" were
overprinted with new values and used as provisionals in common with some of the Tell boy values and
two Helvetia with Sword stamps.
Although there exist only three Tell-head
overprints, they provide a wide and interesting
field to the specialist because owing to the hurry
with which the Overprints were made, a large
number of varieties resulted.
The first overprinted Tell-head was No.134,
the 12c. brown of 1914 (No.127), a value which had
become redundant in February 1915 and was to be
replaced by a 13c. stamp. The definitive issue was
made in September (No.139), but because there were
large stocks of the 12c., 4,550,000 of it wore
overprinted and remained valid until the end of
1932. The overprint, consisting of the figures
"13" and three horizontal bars defacing the old
va,lue, was applied in typography in black ink. But
bL ase the printers had not sufficient figures of
thehsame type, they used two or three slightly
different "1"s, some with a curved, others with a
straight, horizontal upstroke. These different
"1"s appear, of course, on the same sheet and in
various fields, so that one can show pairs and
blocks in one's collection with the different "1"
next to each other. Owing to heavy or insufficient
inking, the overprint appears either very thick,
showing "fat, black", or "thin" figures. There
are many positions if the overprint, the most
drastic "shifting" occurs almost in the middle of
the stamp across Tell's eyes and leaving the old
value free. I have two or three double overprints
but all of them are rather weak; a number of sheets
show recto-verso overprint traces ("Abklatsch).
By January 1, 1921 the
130. olive was overcome by the same fate
as the 120. of 1914,
and was overprinted
with the value of 10c,
mainly in order to comply with the U.P.U. colour
regulations which demanded that the stamp required
for the postal rate in questions should be green.
The 13c. (No.139) was nearest in colour to green,
and being redundant anyway, was turned into a 10c.
value by applying a similar three bar overprint as
in 1915 9 becoming No.149. Of this stamp there are
many interesting and rare varieties, caused by
shifted, and double overprints. Thus there exist
overprints showing the figure "1010" and "1IDO"
(see right hand illustration) and also thick and
thin overprints. There are also two distinct
colours of the red overprint, one being of a
carmine, the other of a brown-rod tint
.
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As in the case of No. 134., but much more
frequently, we encounter "broken bars",
"interrupted bars", and some bars, particularly the middle bar, often shorter
than the two others. Rectoverso and
mirror prints also occur on the back of
these stamps.
Finally we have the 20c, on 15c.
overprint (No.150, on No.128) of which
about 2, 500, 000 was produced. The overprint was executed also in January 1921
and was made in two printing works one million at the Federal hint and
1,500,000 at the Post Office printery.
The first was in black, the second in
deep-blue. Among the varieties we find
again shifted, thin and thick overprints
and in both colours there is a double
print, left and right
of the Tell-head which
is particularly rare
on No. 150B, (blue
overprint). Again there
are recto-verso mirror
prints. Because the
postal authorities ordered all post offices Double overprint
to return all available
stocks of the 15c. for
overprinting, some small offices sent
back a few sheets of the remaining 15c.
dark (blackish) violet No.128e.
These were duly overprinted and provided
a great rarity which exists in but a
few surviving pieces. Zumstein catalogue 1955 prices them at F 2,000 each.
Another rare overprint consists of a
"double", showing the figures "2020" or
"0 202" because of shifting and doubling
Even if one cannot aspire to
include these rarities in one's album,
the Tell head overprint varities can
provide an interesting page or two by
assembling "thick", "thin" and "short
and broken bar" varieties, which I have
been able to pick out quite often from
among my duplicates.
An inexcusable mistake occurred in my
article on the "Tell-heads" in the previous issue of the "Helvotia News
Letter". I said that "all other Tell
values wore subsequently printed from
the Typo I plates". Mr. E.M. Hamilton
kindly points out this error and quite
rightly says that almost the opposite
is correct,'and that Nos. 1539154,155,
158,159,160,172,174,175 and 184 were all
printed from Type II.
Thanks and apologies!

CATALOGUE

•

REVISED! ENLARGED!

Impatiently, hundreds of collectors in the English-speaking world have waited for this year's
AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND. This new edition can confidently be called a .
miniature "Handbook" and was edited by Mr. L.W. HAYDON, one of the leading philatelic edito
64 inside pages plus 4-page table for converting Stanley Gibbons to our numbers,
UP - 766 Price Increases
NEW -- 213 Prices (items not listed before) PRICE 4/
DOWN - 406 Price reductions - Overall total of changes - 1,385.
plus 3d. postage
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., 27 WESTBURY ROAD, LONDON. N,12. PHONE: HlLlside 6857

/Hon. Treasurer
MR. E. H. SPIRO,.
111, Bushey Road,
London. S.W. 20.
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Editorial
AS YOU LIKE IT e . .
Looking recently through
the files of the "Helvetia
Newetter" I was tempted
:o L ant the articles and
notes we have published in
these columns during the
eight years of publication,
Well, I counted about 420
contributions which can be
described as of "permanent"
value . and which have helped
to enlarge the reader's •
knowledge of Swiss issues,
or Swiss postal history, or
in some other way assisted
in the arrangement, writingup or valuation of a Swiss
collection. I did not, of
course, count the many
"notices" and reports dealing,' th the meetings of the
Soc __,,,y, or other activities
announcements regarding the
Exchange packets and such
like (neither did I include
the reminders by the Hon.
Treasurer to pay the annual
subscriptions!)
Since the introduction of
illustrations in September
1952, the contents wore
further improved. But it is
forthor cad r and
not for the editor to judge
the quality of a news sheet
and today I am asking my
readers to write to me and
to tell me what they would
like to find in the columns
of the "News Letter" in the
future. We dealt with many
subjects, but there are many
others which the readers may
like to see included. It is
up to you to make suggestions
and we shall do our best to
find interesting contributions which will help you in
the study of our particular
field of philatelic hobby.
,

,

.

A STAMP 'THAT STARTED AS A
VARIETY
00

0000000

0

0

Few, if any, stamp can have excited so much interest among
the philatelic public as has the 20c. value of the definitive
It would not be stretching the
issue of 1-st August 1949.
truth unduly to say that this stamp started as a variety,
and during the five and a half years since the first issue of
the correatod design, other varieties have appeared.
The latest "worn plate" variety has features which can
lead a superficial observer to fail to distinguish between it
and the first early variety? and the very sketchy knowledge
displayed by some Swiss "specialists" concerning that first
variety may'le.ad (if widely disseminated ) to confusion
bordering on chaos. It may be helpful, therefore, to make an
attempt to describe and classify some of the varieties which
have been observed up to the present, commencing with a brief
account of the earliest variety, Zumstein No. 301.
Towards the end of May, 1949, printing of the 20c. sheets
was commenced at Berne in preparation for the new issue on
the following August 1st. During the second day of printing
it was noticed that the appearance of the stamps was not
entirely satisfactory, greater strength and contrast being
considered desirable. Printing was stopped and the die was
re-engraved and used to prepare another printing cylinder on
which the design was the present Zum.No.301A., and printing
was then recommenced.
During the
two days printing before the
die was re-engraved a total
of 18,000 sheets
of 50 stamps
each had been
produced, and
these shoots
were not destroyed but we3e
mixed with
those of the
later printing
and issued to
Post Offices in
the ordinary way.
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In the absence of authoritative information
it is impossible to say whether the whole
or only a portion of the 900,000 Die I stamps
were issued on August 1st, but if the whole,
stock was issued on that date, the fact that
a number of specimens passed through the
post during the first six months of 1950
would seem to indicate abnormally slow sales.
The differences between Die I and Die II
wore not known to collectors until fairly
late in 1951, and many specimens of Die I
must have gone into the waste paper basket.
It may bo worthy of•note, however, that at
least one and sometimes two copies were
found in each pound weight of Swiss stamps
bought by friends and myself during 1952.
The earliest cancellation was March and tho
latest June 1950.
A misapprehension which still seems to
exist is the belief that in Dio I the house
by the rock on the left has no base line.
Quito half the copies which I have seen have
anything up to two—thirds of the base line,
and when (as often happens) a part of the
end of the house is neatly obliterated by
the cancellation, there is a risk that a
Die I copy may be missed unless a more
certain test is known. Fortunately, there
are two unmistakeable differences between
Die I and Die II. They are as followsa-DIE I
(1) There are three horizontal lines of
shading in the water above the round
top of the rock by the house.
(2) The horizontal line forming the
termination of the road beyond the house
lies midway between the fourth and fifth
horizontal lines of shading in the water
below the cliff.
DIE II
(1) There are only two horizontal lines of
shading in the water above the rock.
(2) The horizontal line at the end of the
road is level with the fifth line of
shading.
Another difference which is often given as
a means of distinguishing betweenthe two dies
is that in Die II the cross—hatching or
sloping lines of shading extend to a distance
of about 0.75 mm. above the numeral 20 while
in Die I there is no cross—hatching above the
numeral. In this respect, however, the
c o i 1
stamp (Zum.No.301A0) is the same
as Die I_, and is not markedly different in
colour, though in all other respects it
resembles Die II.
It is difficult to form any estimate of the
rarity of Die I stamps. The waste paper basket
would have to engulf a considerable number of
used copies of an issue of 900,000 before it was
reduced to the point of scarcity. Though tho
evidence which I have supplied is admittedly
scanty,
it is not entirely unreasonable to infer
thh ott Buurrin
1
specimens
ens o££ Die
e were widely
11 thinly ai.sttibup
th
ted e roughout th supplies
of "kiloware". The natural corollary ould
seeip toIlee that the catalogue price for used
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searching for copies rathen than an
indication of the intrinsic value of the
used Die I stamp itself.
The now famous "worn plate" variety
first came to my notice during the
spring of 1953, and by October of that
year the price asked for mint specimens
had approximately trebled.
The amount of wear shown by this
variety is so groat that it should be
possible to complete a series showing
three or four intermediate stages, and
with that purpose I have scrutinised
closely several thousand copies. The
search has not been entirely succ8essful
nor has it been without surprises.

^

To avoid repetition and shorten descriptions it will be as well to divide
the design into a number of details, each
indicated by a letter; and while doing
so, when the need for clarity reguirâ it,
an individual point or position will
identified by giving its distance in
millimeters, first from the loft hand
frame line, and secondly from the top
frame line. Thus (6, 102) means 6 millimeters (mm.) from the left frame line and
102 mm, from the top frame line, and
gives the position of the base line of
the house. The details are as followssA The dark mass of rook filling the
top left hand corner, entering the
water at (9, 9)
The dark triangular mountain on the
B
far side of the water; its peak
being at (12-2, 2) and its base line
the far edge of the water.
C The line from (8, 5) to (9, 8) F ^ ng
which B disappears behind A,
D
The two horizontal lines running
across the water, 9mm. below the
top frame line.
E. The two short vertical lines in the
middle of the top of the dam (15,11
F The small rock on the right, whose
top touches the right hand frame
line 4 mm. below the top frame line.
G The house.
H
The rock by the house.
K. The lino running from the top of the
"L" in "HELVETIA" to the kink in the
road to the house
)

.

Judging by the single specimens and
the blocks of the "worn plate" in my
collection. the amount of wear seems to
vary very little over the whole sheet.
In the next instalment of this study
we shall deal with the most noticeable
features of the "worn plate".
(To be continued
)

The copy right of all articles and
notes published in the "Helvetia News
Letter" is reserved and no reproduction
or translation is permitted without
prior permission by the Editor.
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From time to time one encounters
in the big collections or at stamp
exhibitions a number cf entires
bearing halved (or bisected) stamps
of the Strubeli 1854/62 issue.
What is the legitimate standing
of these bisects? The answer is
that only the 2 Rappen gray and
even this stamp only during three
months in 1862 was officially permitted to be used bisected in order
to create a franking of 3 Rappen (by using one complete
and one halved stamp of 2 Rp.) and that all other combinations of bisects and whole stamps are strictly unofficial
and some pure fabrications.
The postal agreement between Switzerland and Italy, con
eluded on August 8th,1861, fixing the postage rate on
printed matter and newspapers at 3 Rp., which came into
force en July lst.1862, made a new 3 Rp. value necessary.
But at that time the Swiss Post Office already planned the
issue of the subsequent Sitting Helvetia perforated stamps
an - tt was decided-until the appearance of the 3 Rappen
a. e which was eventually issued in the autumn of 1862
(Zum,No.29)-to create a "provisional", namely a bisect of
the 2 Rp. (Zum.No.21G) together with a complete No.21G
2 Rappen, the half to be regarded as a 1 Rp. value, but
valid only in conjunction with the 2 Rp.
This arrangement was strictly limited for the period
from July lst,1862 until the 30th September of that year.
On October 1st. the perforated 3 Rp. value of the new
series duly appeared and made the "provisional" superfbous.
After that date any mail, whether printed matter or
otherwise, bearing halved or mutilated stamps was considered as not pre-paid, Already by a circular of 26th.
January 1854, all Post Offices wore instructed to treat
letters bearing bisected stamps or portions of stamps as
"unfranked" and liable to postage due charge, This order
was observed during
the currency of the
special "provisional"
and only printed matter
and newspapers addressed
4.4i444.i*
to Italy were passed
t=e"
-.111Zt.
through the post with
Awl*.
such bisects. Obviously
147.gt411=4
even in those early days
of philately some collA provisional on a newspaper
ectors tried to create
published in Ticino and add"specialist's items" by
ressed to Italy.
cutting various stamps,
for instance a 1 Franc
stamp and using the halves as 50 Rp., sometimes in conjunction with a 20 Rp.value to prepay a postal rate of
70 Rp. for heavy registered letters, or making a 10 Rp.
stamp of a 15 Rp.stamp by using two-thirds of the stamp.
Some postmasters in smaller places apparently obliged
these collectors, thus flouting the explicit rule decreed
by the Post Office. Those bisects which slipped through
the post are now extremely rare and although certainly not
strictly official are catalogued by Zumstoin and some
priced up to F 2000.- Obviously they can only be collected
on ontires.
In one regard the decree forbiding using bisects was
officially overloeked, Nirabeau,Reuterskiold mention in
their famous handbook the accepted usage of halved 10 hp
stamps, at the Geneva Post Office, for franking large
numbers of printed circulars under the "Affranchisement
modere" rate, which allowed a discount of 50 p.c. of the
normal rate of 10 Rp. for mass mailing. In order to show
the postmen that the circular was in fact allowed, to be
sent under the "moderated rate". halved 10 Rp-stamps
twasii
•+:14i
aftt, I. 4
le ;wog** ftipt*Ok

NUMBERS ISSUED
of the four Publicity stamps
of 1954 are given by the P.T.T.
as follows: 10c.(Zum.316,Lucerne
Exhibition) 16,998,311; 20c,
(Zum.317,Hospes) 11,914091; 25c
(Zum.318,Rhine Shipping)
2,481,890; and 400.(Zum.Ne.319 9
Fotbal)3,982.Itloks
as if the 25c.value will become
the best of the series, though
thousands of the Football star:
have gone into juvenile collee'uions and to thematic collectors
and may well be sought after ir
years to come.
PRO PATRIA SET 1254
The P.T.T.has just released the
figures of sales of this . series
too, namely, 5+5c. 1,879,360;
104-100, 3,399,730; 204-10c.
2,816,409; 30+100. 963,609 and
40+10c. 1,121,493. As in previous years the 30c. value was
sold in comparatively small
quantities and all the 30c.
values, whether of the Patria or
the Juvontute series of the last
few years are bound to appreciate in catalogue value.
NEW PROPAGANDA POSTMARKS
A new resort postmark appeared
in January for the lovely little
village of
Splugen in
Canton
Graubunden,
which lies
in an altitude of
and is
attracting a
growing number of tourists.
Another propaganda postmark will
be in use at Mirren for the Int- 7.
ernation Kandahar Ski Competition
from March 11 to 13.
A SPECIAL POST OFFICE
using special cancellation with
a French text "Conference regional° ouropeenne-Geneve" was
set up at the building of the
Intern.Labour Office from January 24 to February 5 during
this conference.
POSTAL SUBJECTS ON STAMPS.
The official P.T.T. journal
published in its January issue
an interesting article on postal
subjects. The article refers to
"stamps on stamps" showing old
issues portrayed on the occasions
of centenaries and anniversaries
and pictures showing post offices,
postmen, mailcoaches and so on
which have appeared on stamps.
There is quite a Swiss "thematic'
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A LITTLE KNOWN POSTAL SERVICE

77122," Mr1.1/

The existence of an "underground
tube service", which had a special
postal rate and applied special
cancellations will bo news even to
many collectors who possess groat
knowledge of Swiss postal history and
may bo "specialising" for many years.
As in many other cities, the main
post offices in Zurich are connected by
an underground tube system which conveys
mail to the central sorting office. The
main "tube" is between the central
"Sihipost" and the central telegraph
office (which also has a branch post
office) near the Fraunmuenster. In the
twenties a huge office building was
erected just above this tube, the
Schmidhof, housing a large number of
offices of industrial and commercial
firms. About 1930, the P.T.T. established a branch office in the Schmidhof
and built an extension of the tube,
thus connecting the building directly
with the central "Sihlpost". Tenants at
the Schmidhof wore allowed to use tho
facility free of charge, thus securing
a much quicker handling of their mail
than when using P.O.boxes. Mail was
sent by tube in small batches almost
every 20 minutes and sorted at once at
the central office. Other people could
use this facility by paying a special
"ROHRPOST" (tube-mail) charge of 10c.
per letter and the service was handledfor some unknown reason-by the telegraph
office, hence the postmark applied to
such mail was an octagonal telegraph
stamp, though with the appropriate "Rohrpost" inscription. The service lasted
for 10 years and was discontinued in
1941, though the tube is still used for
connecting the two post-offices. Letters
cancelled with the postmark illustrated
above are now rare
.
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In the Postal Museum in Borne, in some great
private collections in Switzerland and the U.S.A.
there are some of the groat Swiss rarities, which
we know about only by hearsay. It does not happen
often that these unique pieces are exhibited and:
if they are this takes place only once during a
period of several years, when a large internatio.1
nal exhibition is held. Even so only a handful of
fortunate collectors can hope for an opportunity
of visiting such exhibitions and seeing these
great rarities. But modern photography reproduction makes it possible to give at least some idea
of those marvels of Swiss philately and the Editor
secured a number of pictures portraying such
pieces. From time to time we shall publish in the
"Helvetia News Letter" photographs of these ray- -ties, which will certainly arouse much interest
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Today we show a reduced reproduction of the
unique pane (the almost complete left-hand half
of a shoot) of the 5c. Vaud Post Locale stamps of
1850. The pane was found by the famous philatelist
Baron Axel do Reuterskiold in 1896 in Lausanne
between the pages of a family bible....After Routerskiold's death, the unique piece was acquired by
the well--known expert and Bale dealor,Herr Ernst
Mueller. Subsequently sold, the pang was severed
into two parts-one of 25,:tho other of 23 stampsand finally found its way, joined again, to tho
Borne Postal Museum. /Photo from "Basler 'Taubo"

One of the most vexing things for a collector is to send time
and again for space-fillers and have the list returned without
re.,!-1,
hilt
S
,
:,
the missing stamps.
t.c. %
x
THIS CANNOT HAPPEN IF YOU SEND YOUR WANTS LIST TO US 1
As specialists it is our business to carry adequate stocks to satisfy all demands.
TRY IT -.
WE RTALLY CAN SUPPLY t
r

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., 279 WESTBURY ROAD, WOODSIDE PARK, LONDON. N.12.
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It is not often that a really important work on Swiss philately is published. Among the
publications which appeared during the last twenty or thirty years—apart from the excellent
catalogues issued annually by Zurnstein and Muller—those which have made a real and lasting
contribution to the study of Swiss stamps and Swiss postal history can be easily counted
on the fingers of two hands. They included some of the official publications of the P.T.T.,
such as "A Centenary of Swiss Stamps",(1943)9 the "Designs for Swiss Postage Stamps 1936
1941" (published in 1945) 9 the List and its Supplements of Slogan and Special P.ostmarks,
and several publications of the Postal Museum in Borne, for instance "Old Postal Art" (194 6 ).
Zumstein's "Great Handbook" has not been re—published since 1924, but the gap was somewhat
filled by various additions in the 1952 issue of the Special Catalogue and through the
publication of the separate volume on "Swiss Stationery Issues" (1949). Pride ‘f place
should also be given to the unique "Great Handbook of Cancellations", to which its co—author
Mr. F.X. Andres, has recently added an excellent supplement, and to the "Swiss Airmail
Handbook and Catalogue" published by the Swiss Aerophilatelic Society in 1949. Collectors
interested in "side—lines" may also include Lecher's "Soldier Stamps Catalogues".
But although some ambitious dealers may claim that their price lists also provide "indispensi-ble handbooks", the above list will have to satisfy even the-most advanced specialist.
Or,
d up to now.
Last month a hand'ook was published, which in its contents and lavish production defies
comparison with anything published in recent years in the field Of Swiss philately, even
if it only deals with a confined domain. It is the handbook on "Swiss Stamp Booklets,
Tete—Boche and Se-Tenant Issues 19 0 4-1954", published by the well—known firm of Ernest
Muller, Bale, which also publishes annually the Mellor Catalogue.
ansgoogsgsgsegqgzo zsscgonsoosaös2
.
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This is a fundamental study, the first of its kind,
which gives on 118 pages of fine art—paper a complete
history of those issues, particulars on their postal
purpose, technical production and all possible other
details. It is a lavishly illustrated book, with 124
inset illustrations and 79 reproductions in original
col(—`;5, ten large photo plates in colour, showing many
complete sheets of the "gutter"—joined values, tote—becho
and se—tenant stamps, and—to my knowledge—the first illustrated complete list and description of all stamp booklets ever issued, with their front—covers shown. Special
care has boon devoted to the clear classification of the
172 different booklets and the catalogue part of the
handbook lists all the relevant stamp—pairs, strips,
sheets etc. in full detail with present prices. Postal
rates which made various changes necessary are given and
countless hints will provide great help even to those
collectors who as the writer, have attempted at specialising these interesting issues.
The handbook's price is F 12.50 (plus F 1,20 postage)
which is a little over E1, and though the price may seem
high, anyone who sees this book will agree that it is
worth every penny it costs.
The Committee of our Society decided to acquire one
copy for our Library and members can apply to the Hon.
Secretary, Mrs.E.J.R awnsloy, in the usual way.
Anticipating a wide demand, all members who borrow this
handbook must return it within 10 days, and a fine of
is, a da_after 10 days will be 'charged to those who .
disregard this rule. Those who desire to buy this excellent book, can order it from the Hon.Socretary
enclosing the'remittance of 22s.6d. and orders will be
executed as soon as there are sufficient to order a
E.H.S.
supply from Bale.
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DOUBLE IMPRESSION

A major variety that rarely occurs
in this form on modern Swiss iss
ues has been recently discovered
on the 5+50. value of the 1954
Pro Juventute set. It is a double
impression (or re—entry) which
is recurrent on the 19th stamp
of Sheet I and which can be detected with the naked. eye. The
re—entry is particularly clear in
the large 5 (bottom left), in the
letter HELVETIA and slightly less
distinct in the last six letters
of JUVENTUTE and the 1954 figures
The eyes of Jeremias Gottholf
show dark spots on the iris parts
on the right and there is a distinct doubling of the lines in
the board on the right. Partly
double frame lines are visible
at left and in the right top
corner. It is believed that about
40,000 copies exist of this re—entry.
-
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ON STAMPS

SWISS

IX.
General Henri Dufour
whose portrait appears on
the 5-5c.Pro Juventute
Value of 1937 (ZUM.No.81
was born at Constance on
September l5th,1787, of
Genovese parents living
in exile. After studios in
Paris and service in the
Napoleonic army, ho return
ed to Switzerland in 1815 and became chief
instructor of the Thun Military School. In
1847, during the Civil War, Dufour was appointed General of the Federal Array, entrusted with the task of suppressing the revolt
of the Catholic cantons, which he accomplished with considerable skill and moderation,
In 1856, during the conflict between the
Confederation and King Frederick William of
Prussia over the possession of Neuchatel,
he was sent to Paris to obtain the mediation
of Emperor Napoleon III (who had boon his
pupil at Thun). In 1864, General Dufour
presided over the International Conference
which framed the famous "Geneva Convention
regarding the protection of wounded and
prisoners of war. One of his outstanding
achievMents was the supervision of the first
trigonometrical ordinance survey of Switzer
land, which took 32 yearw to complete. He
died at the ago of 88 in the year 1875.
)

-
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THIS IS THE LAST "NEWS LETTER" SENT TO MEMBERS
WHO HAVE NOT REMITTED THEIR SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR
1955. Only if they remit the Subscription of
7s.6d. at once can they expect to receive the
next issue, as printing of the "News Letter" is
limited. And only thus can they hope that their
names will be restored within the next 14 days
to the circulation list of Exchange Packets.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS. Will members please notify
the Hon.Secretary as soon as possible of any
change of address in order to prevent communications and particularly the Exchange Packet
from going astray, as it happened in several
cases recently.
XCHANGE PACKET. There are still far too long
elays in forwarding the Packet to the next
d
member on the list, and this not only creates
extra work and worry for the Pkt.Suporintendent
in tracing its wherabouts, but slows up the
Whole circuit. We are anxious to help our mem
leers, but also expect some co-operation.
Advice Notes and remittances should be sent uo
the Hon.Packet Superintendent, Mr. J.H.Short,
115 9 Peppard Road, Caversham. Reading. One
remittance -apparently despatched by a very
absent-minded member- reached us via the Philatolio Traders Society!
LONDON GROUP Hon.Seco Mrs.E.J. Rawnsley,
32,Ethelbert Gdns, Ilford.

At the February meeting, which showed a good
attendance displays of Teto-beche, se-tenant
and kindred issues were given by Mr.L.H.Osborn
Mr.J.H.Short
and the Chairman. They included
THE "HELVETIA NEWS LETTER"
complete sheets and panels of the elusive
will publish during the next few months many
issues with inter-spaces with holes.
important and interesting articles. After
The next meeting takes place on Tuesday, April
concluding the valuable study on "THE 20c.
5th at 6.30 p.m. at the Swan Restaurant, Cosmo
GRIMSEL" by our distinguished member, Lt.Col. Place, Southampton Row, W.C.1. when displäM
J.D.Blyth, OBE., R.P S.,L, we shall publish "Swiss Thematic Collecting" will be given, to ,
from the pen of this author a charming story which all members are invited to contribute. At
in an entirely different vein, "SWISS STAMPS one of the next meetings we hope to have with
AND THE NATURALIST". In the April issue a
us a prominent printing and paper expert, who
series on "THE ESSAYS OF THE HISTORICAL ISSUE will give a talk and demonstrations on stamp
OF 1941" by Herr H.E.Gaudard, Chief of Depart- production.
mentofhP.Twilconte.Arils
on "classics", such as a study on"THE GENEVA
YORKSHIRE/LANCASHIRE GROUP
99o
, ,
8,999999889
89$8999899
CUT-OUT", will take their place next to those s989999gg9
on modern issues, including such subjects as
At the Bradford meeting in January, Messrs.
"LANDSCAPE ISSUES AND THEIR VARIETIES" and
Gullis, Hoyle and Strowlgor displayed "Con"SWISS OLYMPIC GAMES STAMPS". Readers inter certod Items". These members made their debuts
estod in postmarks will find a survey of
( in the field of the Group's display, and all
"SWISS TRAIN CANCELLATIONS" and "THE AIGLE
present. were athazed about the wealth of material
POSTMARKS". The reproductions of "FAMOUS SWISS and knowledge shown by those comparatively new
GEMS" and biographies of "FAMOUS SWISS ON
members. The mounting and presentation was ex,STAMPS" will be continued, and we hope to
' cellent in every case. Although emphasis was
include an important series of articles on
naturally on modern issues, the displays went
"STAMPS PRODUCTION, PAPER AND PRINTING"
back to the Sitting Helvetia of 1862, and there
written by an export. Notes and reports from was oven reference to 1843 issues. At the April.
our Swiss correspondents will, of course, be meeting the Group is holding a competition.
included in every issue and all articles will About the February and March meetings we shall
be illustrated. BUT - to make certain that
report in our next issue. All meetings are on
you receive future issues of the "Helvetia
Saturdays, at 2.30 p.m. (the next on April 2nd)
News Letter", you must not forget to remit
at the residence of Mr.J.N.Highsted, 4 Park View
the overdue annual subscription for 1955.
Road, Heaton, Brädford. Any collector of Swiss
Stamps is welcome to attend any of the Group's
meetings as a guest. All enquiries to the Hon.
Group Secretary, Ir.J.A.Eastwood, Whinney Field
f
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Chairman
MR. E. H. SPIRO,
111, Bushey Road
London. S.W. 20.

MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens
Ilford. Essex.

,

Hon. Exchange
Pkt, Supt.

Hon. Treasurer

Hon. Secretary

,

MR. A. J. HARDING
32, Somerset Way,
Iver. Bucks.

,

MR. J. H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham. Reading
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EDITORIAL
We most sincerely apologise
to all our members for the long
flay in publication of our
ews Letter', due to circumstances
somewhat beyond our control.
We much regret to say that
Mrs. Spiro, wife of our Editor and
Chairman, has been dangerously ill
for several weeks, and as a result
Mr. Spiro has, understandably, had
neither the heart not the opportunity for this work.
Our members, we feel sure, will
wish Mrs. Spiro a very speedy and
complete recovery and to her
husband and family an equally
speedy release from anxiety.
Meanwhile, in an endeavour to
„weep the flag flying, we ask you
accept this issue as an interim
one. As soon as we are back to
normal we will continue with our
regular features, including the
continuation of the 'Grimsel'
article and the many other features
promised.
Illustrations have been omitted on
this occasion in order to avoid
further delay.
We particularly draw your
attention to the delightful story
on pages 2 & 3.
Deputy Editor. =°

PR
The 1955 series, apart form the 5 c. value
continues the series of 'Lakes and Watercourses'.
Details are as follows:

5 c. + 5 c. (Blue-grey) Commemorates the 100th
anniversary of the Federal Institute of
Technology in Zurich.
10 o. + 10 c. (Green). View of the River Sarine
(Saane) which flows through the city of
Fribourg.
20 c. + 10 c. (Brownish-red). Shows the Lake of
Aegeri (Aegerisee), which lies between
the lakes of Zug and Zurich,
30 o. + 10 e. (Brown) Depicts a charming view of the
little Graeppelensee in the To ggenbur g.
40 c. + 10 o. (Blue) The lake of Biel (Bienne

).

The 5 c, is designed by Eugen & Max Lenz and
engraved by Albert Yersin; printed by the P.T.T.
Printing rffice. The remainder designed by Franz
Fedier of Erst-fell, produced by rotogravure by
Courvoisier S.A. of La-Chaux-deFonds.
90 per cent of the net proceeds from the surcharge will be used to help the mountain population,
while the remaining 10 per cent will go to the Swiss
Institute for Art Research in Zurich for special
research work.
Period of sale: Post offices: 1st June to
31st August, 1955; Philatelic Agency: 1st Juno to
15th Sept.; Period of Validity: 1st June to 31st
December, 1955.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The attention of all members residing in the London area is drawn to our final
meeting of the present season, to be held on TUESDAY, 7th JUNE, in the Restaurant of the
'SWAN HOTEL', Cosmo Place, Southampton Row, W.C.l. at 7 p.m. PROMPT.
Mr. L. C. Smith, of Messrs. Harrison & Sons, Ltd., the stamp printers, will be
giving a lecture on stamp production. We would like as many members as possible to attend
and if possible, to bring along a friend, so that we may have a really good attendance.
Any provincial members who are in London on that date will be most welcome.

,
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Z.i)Oti
eZ9674:by Edith M. Fisher

.(Reprinted from the 'National Philatelic Museum Magazine')
(Note; 'Dee' Fisher - now Yrs. :,M. Faulstick - is well-known on both sides of
the Atlantic as a philatelic writer and collector. She is also an Honorary Member of our Society, and although this article is not strictly
philatelic, I am sure members will enjoy reading such a charming story.
Deputy Editor)
Being on good behaviour has its compensation in heaven the same as on earth. I
remember a time way back - about the middle of the last century - up in the never-never-.land.
I'd been on pretty good behaviour for quite a pile when one fine day my Guardian Angel said
to me, "I want you to study the countries of the Earth. Because you have been good I'll let
you piok out the one where you think you'd like to live. In about three score years from
now I'm going to send you down to Earth for one lifetime."'
"Countries change so, how will I know what they will be like in the next century?"
I queried.
"That's a good question," said my Guardian Angel, "no country is any better than
the people in it, than their ideals and ideas. Rather pick a man who will one day be yot" ^`
Grandfather. Pick him for the country that is his background now and be satisfied to let
the future bring what it may."
Picking out a Grandfather from a country whose ideals wore impressionable was a
tall order. I thought I would never finish studying the countries of the Earth until one
day I came upon Switzerland. To me it was the most beautiful of all the countries that I
had viewed. But we had been taught that beauty is sometimes only skin deep. Perhaps, I
thought, the beautiful sky-pointed Alps, the profusion of wild flowers below the snow-capped
mountains, the lakes, the quaint Swiss houses, the cleanliness and preciseness of the towns
was only a thing of beauty. Perhaps the people were not as fine as the beautiful countryside; but I determined to find out,
First I studied the background of Switzerland and found to my delight that it was
theoldsmcrayinthewold-aincetdyswacled."HvtiaLke
most European countries, Helvetia went through its primitive period, with its domination by
Imperial Rome. But one day chosen delegates from the three cantons of Uri, Schwyz and
Unterwalden, formed a political and military alliance to maintain independence against the
Duke of. Austria. This was on August 1, 1291. Through the centuries that followed, August 1.
remained the Swiss National Holiday, because the document formed then contains every
principle of its later Constitution - even the one that governs Switzerlanc', today. The
document is called 'The Deed of the Confederation' and is what dates Switzerland as the
world's oldest Democracy. Before another century had rolled round, five more cantons were
added by various treaties and Switzerland was hailed as a European power. I studied this
background reverently and thought, "those people must have what it takes". In a small
territory, hemmed in by antagonistic larger countries, they had the determination and the
fortitude to establish their independence.
Studying Switzerland's background further, I found that she had suffered several
centuries of hardships. The Reformation took its toll and subsequent internal political
dissension weakened the little Democracy and I found myself worrying for her - forgetting
that I was studying history that had already been written. Then I came upon the last part
of the 18th century, when the roar of the French Revolution rolled across the Alps and for
the first and only time overturned the Confederation. The period of 1798-1803 was known as
the Helvetia Period, I learned. But I say that the Swiss wore not to accept the new
arrangement - although it took them until 1815 to restore the Confederation. By that time
the 22 Cantons which still make up the country had formed the Confederation and the system
of Cantonal sovereignty set up then still exists in a circle of Federal Union.
So much for background history. Switzerland inspired me; next I wondered about
her achievemnts artistically. It didn't take much study to find out that their famous Abbey
of St. Gall, laid down 1200 years ago, was a hearth-stone of the Arts in the middle of a
barborous Europe; that Calvin had founded the Geneva Academy in 1 558 and that sculptors,
painters and musicians abounded in the little Democracy. I saw the industries of the busy
people of Switzerland, the herdsmen, the watchmakers, the cheese and chocolate makers, and
heard the happy peasants yodeling on the mountain sides; saw the St. Bernard dogs, beautiful,
gentle and efficient. I read about William Tell and his apple and was impressed. I got a
fleeting glimpse into the future and saw that this little country would be the seat of the
Universal Postal Union, which would govern the mail service of the Weld,
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WHY I CHOSE A SWISS GRANDFATHER (Continued)
By this time it was quite apparent to me that Switzerland was as great a country
as it was beautiful.' I was convinced of its beauty, of its history, even of its aesthetic

side. But no truly great country can be great unless its people have compassion. Were
there any great men or women in this beautiful spot that sacrificed their lives and their
finances to help their fellow man? I didn't have to go very far to and such names as Johann
Pestalozzi, whose love for children and personal sacrifice for them became a symbol of
guidance to other countries throughout the world and of Jen Henry Dunant, young man of a
wealthy Zurich family, who devoted his life to helping the afflicted, who reduced himself to
a state of poverty to help those in need, who founded the International Red Cross Society,
which to-day has spread to the four corners of the Globe, with its humanitarian programme.
I felt numb with happiness. I felt sure that I had found the country that I
wanted my Grandfather to come from. I sat down on my crossed legs and hummed softly. I
looked down again into Switzerland and as I did, I suddenly saw a young boy walking the
street in Schaffhausen. I heard my Guardian Angel say softly, "Have you made up your mind?"
"Yes, ," I said, "I want a Swiss Grandfather."
She pointed to the young man in Schaffhausen and said, "Some day along about sixty
years from now he will be your grandfather."
!'

I looked again and heard the young boy, Conrad Bollinger was his name, saying
'bye to his friends for he was leaving for America,
I jumped up quickly. "But he's going to America," I said to my Angel.

"That's right," she answered, "there's a new country over there -. it needs the
best that the rest of the world can give, so that it can grow. Your Grandfather will have
the ideals and ideas of the Oldest Democracy in the world as he establishes his home and
family in a new Democracy, which is trying to get over its 'growing pains'."
I must have fallen off to sleep then and it was some thirty years later when I
awakened. I looked down again and this time I saw America. It took no time to find the
young Conrad, but he was much older now. He had fought in the American Civil War and was
working for the Government of the United States.
My Guardian Angel appeared again. "Now," she said, "you can even see your Mother."
I looked carefully until I saw four children in their teens, three girls and a
boy. "They are your Grandfather's children," said my Guardian Angel, "the second from the
youngest - Margaret is her name -will someday be your Mother."
I rooked and hummed again, I felt so good. I wondered if I would look like little
grret when I became an earthly child. I thought, who could have picked out a better
aountry than America in all this world, with a bettor background than one stemming from
Switzerland. In fact I felt pretty lucky - I had already seen both my Grandfather and. my
Mother.
Again I must have fallen to sleep and the next thing I knew I woke up in Flatbush,
Brooklyn, U.S.A., and someone said, "It's a girl!"

THE CLUB PACKET
All members enjoy receiving the Club packet and hunting for a few bargains, or
for some.newitems to add to their collections. To maintain the packet necessitates a
continuous supply of material. We appeal to everyone to go through their stocks of spare
stamps, to mount up everything Swiss and to send the completed booklets along to our Hon.
MR. J. H. SHORT, 115 Péppard Road, Caversham, Reading.
Pkt. Superintendents
Remember we have all grades of collectors in our ranks and there are always interesting
postmarks to be found on even common stamps. One book per member would keep us supplied
for quite a while and add to everybody's enjoyment. Blank booklets may be obtained from
the Hon. Secretary at 2d. each (plus postage).

If you come across any good articles on Swiss stamps, send a note of them along
to the Hon. Secretary, so that they can be added to our Library, if possible.
See also the list of books, papers etc. of the N.E. Group, on page

5.
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In the days before the inauguration of the Federal Cons. tution, each Canton had
Aoh
currency
system. The postal system was also extremely complicated; the larger
its:,
Cantons operated their own, while the smaller Cantons either leased their rights to the
larger, or to the House of Thurn & Taxis, all of which makes for some confusion in endeavour
ing to understand the early rates.
Geneva was the only Canton using the French monetary system; the first stamps of
this district, the 'Double Geneva' consisted of 2 x 5 c. stamps. A single stamp was
intended to pay the local rate, while a double stamp paid the postage anywhere within the
cantonal boundary.
Weights, too, were somewhat complicated. The 'livre franoaise' was equivalent
g, 1/16 and 1/32. The last two
to approx. 2 kilo. The 'livre' was subdivided into
The 'livre' equalled 16 'oncost or 32 Loths.
were the 'once' (ounce) and the 'Loth'.
:

Zurich reckoned in Happen, Schillinga and Florins. A Florin equalled 40
4 Happen (or 52 centimes) and 6 B appen
Sohillinge (2.29 Fr. of Geneva); 1 Sohilling
81 centimes. The postal rate of 4 Happen per 2 Loth (approx. 15.5 grams) covered the
local rate while 6 Happen was the fee for letters from one post office to another.
Basle issued only one stamp, the 'Basle Dove' at 22 Happen, equivalent to
32 centimes (1 Fr. . 1.43 Fr, of Geneva). The stamps were printed in sheets of 20 and
sold for 5 Batzen (50 Happen) per sheet and 22 Happen covered the cost of a letter to
anywhere within the city limits.

.

,

When the Federal Postal Administration came into being in 1849, a uniform rate
was instituted and Article I of the Federal Law pertaining to postal rates set up 4 postal
zones (Rayons) for letters
1st zone up to
10 2nd "
^5 _
3rd tP
4th Pt
over

10 hours distance
25 hours
40
PP
40
"

per 2 Loth
tt

Pt

it

ti

It

Pt

•
...

5 Rp.
10 Rp.
15 Hp.

•

20 Rp.

...

A Swiss 'road hour' was reckoned at 4.8 km, Provision was also made in the larger towns
for a 'Poste Locale' or 'Orts-Post' (local postage rate) for franked letters up to 2 Loths
for 22 Rp.
The new Federal currency was reckoned in Happen and the monetary rates of the
whole country were gradually changed over, starting with Geneva and Vaud (District I) on
October 1st, 1851, and so on in rotation according to the numbered postal districts,
concluding with Graubunden and Ticino on August 1st, 1852. This was the time known as
the 'Transitional' period.
The first Federal stamps, the 'Poste Locale' and 'Orts-Post' were issued in
April 1850, and were used generally in all areas, irrespective of language. The Rayon I
and II followed in October of the same year. The Rayon III (15 Rp, and 15 c.) came into
use in 1852. In 1851 the number of Rayons was reduced from 4 to 3, and, therefore, no
stamps for Rayon IV were ever issued.

THREE GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD COLLECT

SWISS STAMPS--

1. THEIR BEAUTY IS UNRIVALLED.

Swiss artists and printers combine to delight you and
brighten your album.
2. THEIR VALUE INCREASES EVERY YEAR.
Our 1955 Catalogue again shows many price increases
over the last 12 months.
3. FEW NEW ISSUES EACH YEAR
Enables you to concentrate on the profitable collecting
of older issues, (i0/-- per annum - average - will buy
all New Issues),
We publish annually the only English-edited specialised CATALOGUE OF
SWITZERLAND at 4/- (postage 3d).
Our House Organ 'THE SWISS PHILATELIST' contains articles on Swiss stamps
market reports, discovery of varieties, special offers etc. .
THE

AMATEUR

COLLECTOR

27 Westbury Road, Woodside Park, London. N.12.

LTD.
HILLside 6857

,
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LIBRARY

By permission of the Leeds Group we are publishing a list of the more
important items from their library, additional to those which we hold in London.
G, 3

MEMORIAL PHILATELIQUE Pt.III. Full notes on stamps to 1933. Colour
plates. Covers Switzerland, Liechtenstein and Luxembourg.

G. 5

ZUMSTEIN'S HANDBOOK 1910

S. 2

POST LOCALE 1850

S. 3

RAYON I 1850

Si4
S. 5

RAYON II

S. 6

S. 7

French

•

(With 6 loose plates
(

"

6

Ger. &

11

I6

(First Federal Issues 1850-1)

II

French

II

S.TRUBELI 'Munich or Berne Printing?'
Schneider
BISECTS
'Swiss Splits' - Article from 'American Philatelist'
STANDING HELVETIA 'Switzerland 1882-1907 (Articles) K. Strauss
and 'Cross & Figure'

English

II

S. 8

STANDING HELVE,"1'IA (Paper read by Mr. E.H. Hamilton to
H.P.S. N.E. Group in October 1953)

S.

PROOFS

S.10

U.P.U. 1900 (Translation from 'Berner Briefmarken Zeitung' by
our member A.C. Wilson, B.A.)

It

SWISS POSTMARKS 1843-62

It

S.15

{`

'Helvetia Bust' -- Article from 'Essay Proof Journal'

Jaeggli-Weber

It

Catalogues

S.13
S.14
S.17

SOLDIER STAMPS
II

11

Part 1 - 19 1 4-18 )
(Part 2 - 1939-42)

'FLAG' CANCELLATIONS to

Paul Locher
II

II

P.T.T

1947

German
II

G. Fr. & I

Any enquiries regarding the above should be directed to the Hon. Librarian of
the Leeds Group: F. Crowther, B.Sc., 12 Roundhay Place, Leeds 8,

As soon as we get the 'News Letter'
back on its right footing, we shall be
publishing the details of our forthcoming
Cup Competition, which we plan to hold in
December.
It is, however, not too early
to be thinking about YOUR entry.
This is intended to be a competition for
ALL members and we hope that many of our
competitors will be from areas other than
London, provided they do not mind the
small inconvenience of sending their
Wé can arrange to
entries by post.
cover these by insurance, if members wish
,

As well as the double print on the
5 + 5 c. value, mentioned in our last issues ;
twomebrshavpoted finrtouch on the same value which occurs betwe
the final 'E' of 'Juventute' and the '19'
The inside of the 'E' is
of ' 1955'.
heavily shaded and there are fine extra
lines round the figures '1' and '91.
Incidentally we have seen it 'tipped'
that the 40 e,.value of this set may prove .
tobehs,trevnha 30c.,
despite the fact that it is mainly used
for foreign postage.
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"The 'SITTING HELVETIA (per4)
issues of 1862 - formed the subject
of a superb display given by Mr. E.H.
Spiro in March. Each value of this
rather neglected series was dealt
with separately, showing the many
shades, varieties and postmarks, from
the late 'P.P.' marks to thelstrai ghtline' and an infinite variety of
circular cancellations. Many were
on cover and included a number of
unusual items, Other examples showed
the two types of 'Ausserkurs' overprint. A truly fine collection,
excellently mounted."
" 'SWISS THEMATICS' were the
subject for April. Unfortunately one
member who had promised to contribute
to the display was unavoidably
prevented from attending and the
scope was less wide than had been
intended. A detailed study of the
Swiss 'Arms' stamps was given by Mrs.
Rawnsley, and also the nucleus of a
collection on 'Alpine Flora' ."
"The second part of Mr.Spiro's
'Air-mail' display had to be
cancelled and it is hoped will be
given in the next season's programme.
Instead an informal discussion took
place."
Hon. Secretary;
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, 32 Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford. Essex.

YOUR ATTENTION IS DRAWN TO
THE NOTICE ON PAGE 1
CONCERNING THE JUNE MEETING.
-

As we have now almost reached
the end of the current season, plans are
in hand for next year's programme.
It would greatly assist us if
members would indicate which aspects of
Swiss philately they are interested in
and we Will then endeavour to provide
displays covering these.
Tell us
what you want and we will do our best
to help.

For the reason stated on page 1,
we also crave the indulgence of members
who have ordered the Muller Handbook.
These will be despatched as soon as

REPORTS
YORKSHIRE -- LANCASHIRE GROUP
The following notes of very successful meetings have been sent to us :
"The February meeting was 'two shows for
the price of one'. Mr. J.N,Highsted gave a
helpful talk and a wonderful display of SOLDIER
STAMPS mostly mounted in the special Locher
Albums and almost complete. He also showed mane
covers bearing Soldier stamps and a wonderful
range of postmarks.
"Mr. E.M. Hamilton, who followed with a
display of POSTAGE DUES, began by saying he had
seen in Mr. Highsted's collection a stamp which
reminded him of his young days in Switzerland that of his own Squadron of Cavalryl
Mr. Hamilton then proceeded. to give a lecture,
illustrated by drawings on the earlier Iuesand
most members present agreed that at last they
wore beginning to be able to distinguish the
inverted frames."
"The March display was by Mr. E.Gysin af
Manchester (formerly of Basle) who possesses
.probably the finest collection of Cantonal:,
Transitionals and Rayons in this country. But
to the surprise of members, Mr. Gysin on this
occasion brought not a single stamp. Instead
he had made 35 mm. transparencies of some of his
favourite stamps. The slides were of perfect
colour and definition, enabling the tiniest line
or flaw to be seen on the screen. Mr. Gysin
showed slides of Poste Locale and Rayons in
'matched pairs' — e.g. Rayon I on blue paper
together with that on white paper, but both from
the same lithographic stone. He pointed out the
distinguishing marks of the different stones and
the various types. Stamps were projected at an
enlargement of about 30 times, but small det
of design could be examined at something mor,
than 100 times. Members agreed that this method
of display was much better than passing round
stamps and each peering through a glass. Mr.
Wilson proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Gysin in
'eoht Baslerdytsch' and members heartily
supported."

.

"The 9th Annual Competition (6 sheets) was
held in April. First prize was won by Mr. R.A.
Hoyle with his 'Alpine Flowers', the sheets being
illustrated by some delightful water colours
drawn by Mr. Hoyle, and his writing up showed a
wealth of botanical knowledge. Mr. L. Moore came
second with 'Swiss Used Abroad' at French and
Italian agencies. Stamps were mounted on a P.T.T.
coach map and postmarks in Italy included Pianazzo
Tirane, Campodolcino etc. Third place was taken
by Mr. R.G. Strowlgor with 'Swiss stamps cantonally displayed', most beautifully written up and
well illustrated by hand-drawn maps. Other
entries included 'Noncomformist Standing Helveti
the 'Four National Languages (on stamps or
slogans)'; 'Unusual Items', 'Modern Varietir
'The Story of Pro Juventute' and Landscape
Varieties'."
Group Secretary: Mr.J.A. Eas
Whinneyfield House, Skirooat Green Road,

HELVETIA
PHILATELIC
1-7d_WS

SQC
L rIJcic'

Chairman

Hon. Secretary

Hon. Treasurer

MR. E. H. SPIRO,
111, Bushey Road,
London. S.W. 20.

MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford. Essex,

MR: A. J. HARDING,
32, Somerset Way,
Iver. Bucks.
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This issue of the "Helvetia
News Letter" is published as
a "double number", in order
to compensate Members and
NOTES FROM A LECTURE GIVEN TO THE LONDON GROUP
readers for the gap provisBy
ic
_y covered by the
interim issue for April and
L. C.
SMITH
May.
of Messrs. Harrison & Sons Ltd., London
The Editor extends his
personal apologies for the
(In a talk given on June 7th at a meeting of the London
delay caused by the serious
Group of the Helvetia Philatelic Society, Mr,, Smith, an
illness of his wife (who is
executive of the famous stamp printers firm, dealt with the
still in hospital).
main processes of printing).
Apart from the worrying
Describing the modern printing processes ho enumerated
time he had - and still has
the advantages and disadvantages of the four main types of
- the political events of
printing as used in stamp production.
the recent weeks had added
work and strain for him and
Surface printing. This process has a number of advantages,
he was quite unable to attend particularly the cheapness, as printing plates are inexpensive
and easy to produce. Furthermore it is easy to change one of
to philatelic matters.
Indeed, it is at the moment the impressions, should anything happen to it during the run.
The greatest disadvantage, however, is that stamps printed by
uncertain whether he will be
the surface process are easy to forge. Another is that to get
able to continue the editorthe "Helvetia News
good and consistent results coated, chalkly paper must be used.
And
philatelists know the difficulties of dealing with chalky
but he wants to asspaper,
on which the ink tends to run and which can be easily
ure Members and all friends
that he will make every
rubbed.
effort to safeguard the
Lithography. Once described by a student as a "process which
is based on water on a duck's back" the printing is executed
regular publication of the
from stones by the use of water and oil. It is liable to
Society's organ and will try
certain faults and failings of the surface printing type, and
to assist the Committee in
in addition the whole plate must be re-made if anything goes
avoiding delays in publicatwrong with one single stamp. The use of water causes the
ion of the "Helvetia News
paper to stretch in all directions with the result that
Letter" in the future. He
wishes to use this opportunperforations are usually uneven.
Recess Printing. For certain types of work this method gives
ity to express his sincere
the most beautiful production results and in the hands of an
thanks to all who have
export engraver can provide artistic masterpieces. Two firms
written and convoyed their
renown for this method of printing aro Enschede of Holland and
sympathy in his present
Courvaoisier of Switzerland. This process has several adventpredicament.
--------- ages and none of the disadavantages of the other two mentioned
before, and it is difficult to forgo. The disadvantage which must be kept in mind is that it
takes an extremely long time to produce a stamp issue by this method and that the process is
very costly. Also, a certain amount of degradation takes place between the original die and
the final printing plate, although this may not be very apparent, except to the expert's
trained eye. To some extent too, some degradation occurs between the first and last stamps
on the sheet.
Photogravure. This process has many advantages and none of the disadvantages of the three
others. It can give very good results, especially for portraits. It is, of course, essentially a photographic process and because of its complex technical process it is extremely
difficult to forge. There are no known examples of forged photogravured stamps.
The chief advantage of prhotogravure is that it is the cheapest printing method of stamp
production, if dealing with very large quantities.
(TURN TO PAGE 6)
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(Conclusion)

The most noticeable features of the "worn plate" are as follows:
(1) A white patch starting from the greater part of the line C and extending into the dark
flank of B.
(2) The lines D have almost and sometimes quite disappeared.
(3) The lines E have disappeared.
(4) Lines of shading in F have worn away, leaving a white ridge running upwards.
(5) The base line of G has gone.
(6) Shading in H has gone, leaving a white ridge on the left.
(7) Only one horizontal line of shading is left between A.and H, the top one having
disappeared.
(8) Very little is left of the line K and the dotted shading at the lower end of the road.
Before going any further it must be
understood clearly that all the items of wear
described are those found on the "worn plate"
sheet stamps; and for the benefit of those
who are not familiar with the variety it may
be helpful to say that as far as the appearof the stamp is concerned, wear (1) is the
most striking.
The evidence afforded by my search to
show that there is no fixed order in which
the stages of wear appear, since most of the
eight types described may be found alone or
in combination with one or more of the others.
There is at least an indication, howeverm
that Nos. 2 (incomplete) and 3 are the most
common, whether individually or together.
This applies equally to stamps from sheet,
booklet., and coil.
The following descriptions give the
combinations of items of wear which are
present on selected stamps of the three
typos:
SHEET
Specimen No. 1. (2) incomplete, (3) in°employe, 5 complete /no base line/,
(8) incomplete.
The curved line through the top of the lines
E shows considerably more wear than it does
in the majority of the "worn plate" items in
my possession.
Specimen'No. 2. (2) typical, though incomplete, (3) incomplete, (5) base line half
gone, (7) and (8) complete / i.e. typical of
"worn plate".
Specimen No. 3. (5) base line thin and
tapers from the sides to a break near the
middle.
Specimen No. 4. (2) and (3) slight, (5) base
line normal except for sli .t break in the
middle.
Specimen No._. (5) base line half gone.
Specimen No. 6. (2) and (3) extensive and
typical, (6) incomplete, (7) complete,
(8) incomplete.
The dates of cancellation of the above,
taken in the same order, are July 52, March
52, June 51, September 52, August 52, and
? ? 52.
BOOKLET
Only one specimen found of any interest:
(2) almost complete, (3) very slight, (5)
small fragment. of base line left at one end.
(7) and (8) incomplete. Cancellation date
April 1953.

COIL
Specimen No. 1. (1) quite evident though not •
extensive, ( 3 typical; one line entirely gone,
(3) complete, with curved line similar to
Specimen No. 1 of Sheet stamps, (4) complete,
(5) base'line broken, (6) extensive, nearly
complete, (7) and (8) incomplete.
Specimen No. 2. (1) extensive, though not
great as in "worn plate". Wear in upper part
of mountain B also quite evident. (2) ' extensive and typical, (3) and (4) complete,
(5) base line shows no wear, but left hand
vertical edge of house half gone. (6) and (7)
complete, (8) evident, but slight.
The dates of cancellation of the above coil
stamps are July 52 and February 53.
In addition to the two described an appreciable number of coil stamps show definite
signs of wear (1).
Probably, almost certainly indeed, the most
unexpected result of the search is the fact
that only coil stamps show to a greater or
lesser degree all the items of wear which,
when complete, result in the "Worn plate"
variety; and the absence of even a single,- _,
specimen if a sheet stamp showing the sli
est commencement of wear (1) seems quite
inexplicable.
In attempting to draw any conclusion
from the details of the varieties which I have
recorded it seems essential that the importance
which the majority of collectors attach to the
presence or absence of the base line of the
house should not be over-looked. It should
be realised also that the "worn plate" seems
to be well set on the road to rarity, though
the vanished base line has a very minor part
to play in . its make-up.
What, then, are to be recognised and
listed as major varieties? Does the disappearance of the base line alone convert an otherwise normal copy into a highly desirable
acquisition? Is a "worn plate" to be considered unworn and uninteresting if the base line
still exists?
These, surely, are questions to which
only the Swiss Arbiter of Fashion knows all
the answers. Over to you, Mr. Zumstein!

The copyright of this and all other
articles published in the "Helvetia
New Letter" is reserved.
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G A U D A R D
By HANS
E.
Chief of Section, Direction General of the P.T.T.
Since.1908, "Helvetia with Sword" figured on the stamps of higher values up. to one franc.
This motif had to disappear when the decision was made to supersede the Tell and Tellbay
designs by the Landscape motifs. But it was not until 1941 that the new "historic" series•
appeared. First, a competition among famous artists, it was decided,
should bring forth ideas for new symbolic conceptions. The subjects of
Helvetia, of Tell and his son, having been used many times in different
forms and for several series of postage stamps, the artiste endeavoured to adopt other symbols, such as the arrow, the apple, the halberd,
the cross-bow, etc. However, the results did not fulfill the hopes.
It became clear that it was extremely difficult to find a modern
emblem capable of serving a long time as motif of a postage stamp.
Than rose the idea of consulting the masterpieces of famous
ancient Swiss painters and of reproducing some of the warrior
figures suited to adorn a new series of stamps. Thus an
entirely now path was opened for the choice of designs for the now
series. The fact that the issue of such a series coincided with
the moment when the Swiss army was mobilised for the protection of
the frontiers greatly facilitated this change.
The first two motifs were taken from the works of the artist Urs
Graf (Solothurn and Bale, 1495 -1529), famous as an illustrator. But
later these designs were dropped in favour of a group of "Old Swiss"
and of a single figure of an old warrior (see illustrations at right )
and finally these motifs too were substituted by a design (engraved
by Karl Bickel) taken from the monumental statue which James Vilbert
modelled for the entrance hall of the House of Parliament in Borne.
Compared with the vital and realistic figures of Hodler's warriors
chosen at first, this image may seem perhaps a little dull.
Nevertheless, it was given preference because of its symbolising
the significance of the foundation of the Confederation. Thus the
final design adopted for the 50c. value shows the "Oath of the Three
Swiss", a paraphrase of the Gruetli Oath, and it constituted an
excollont'point of departure for the following values of this serie s
of stamps, on which the armed struggle for independence finds its
expression.
The 60c., 70c. and 80c. values had from the very beginning
designs chosen from the famous fresco "Retreat from Marignano" by
Switzerland's most celebrated painter Ferdinand Hodler (1853-1918 )
but in the first case it was thought better to return to William
Tell. For the 70c. stamp the final choice was given to the
"Fighting arrior" and for the 80c. to the "Dying Warrior", both
from Hodler's fresco.
For the 90c. value paintings by Nicolas Manuel Deutsch, a Swiss
statesman and artist (1484-1530) wore chosen, one (not executed)
was the elegant silquotte of a "Nobleman with Sword", the other
that of an impressive "Standard Bearer" and the final choice was
that of the latter. This is a real masterpiece of engraving one
cânnot admire enough. The placing of the indispensable inscriptions
greatly complicated the task of the artist, as it was not easy to
find a solution in harmony with the motif - the standard bearer
taking up almost the entire space of the stamp
While reproductions of the works of ancient masters on the
stamps of lower values wore full figure portraits, bust portraits
for the stamps of 1 franc to 2 francs bring some variation, line
engraving being particularly suited to this type. Special attention
is drawn to the details of the costumes in the design of the 1 f.
value, the lace collar of Juerg Jenatsch on the 1 f. 20c. value and
the curled wig displayed by Francois do Reynold on the 1 f. 50e.
stamp. By no other printing process can such perfection of
engraving be obtained.
The motifs chosen for the first essays were figures of foot
soldiers (one was that of a "Landsknecht" by Urs Graf). But it was
thought that these pictures, though appealing, lacked a link
connecting them sufficiently with the proceeding designs of the
lower values.
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DEATH OF J.H. MEYER
The President of the Federation of Swiss Philatelic Societies, Herr
Josef Hermann Meyer, died
after a short illness on
April 29th at Lucerne.
Herr Meyer, a bank official
was one of the best known
Swiss philatelists and for
more than 20 years the
President of the Lucerne
P.S. He took a prominent
part in organising the
"LUNABA" 1951. Herr Meyer
was 61.
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We illustrate today an entire offered some time ago for sale
(and since disposed of at a high price) by the Bale stamp dealers
firm of Ernest Mueller.

A SWISS-ITALIAN MEETING
took place on May 21-22 at
Lugano, and was visited by
a large number of Italian
philatelists. The Lugano
P.S. organised an exhibition
and a bourse, which were most
successful.
COLONEL H. de WATTEVILLE.
the former President of our
Society, published in the May
issue of the London Philatelist, the organ of the Royal,
an interesting article on the
185462 issue, which we hope
to be able to reprint in one
of the next News Letters.

ROAD SAFETY PROPAGANDA
postmarks appeared during May
in the three Swiss languages
and are being used at present
by the post offices at Bale,
St. Gallen, Geneva and
Chiasso. The rather original
text reads (in English translation)L "Can he stop? Will
he stop? And you?" Quite to
the point!
WHY NOT REPAIR OLD STAMPS ?
Commenting on the sale at a
Parid auction (at the Hotel
Drouot) of a repaired Double
Geneva at the price of
430 9 000 French francs (about
£430) the Berner Briofmarken
Zeitun g (Zumstein's organ),
reprints observations published in the "L'Echangiste
Universel" on repairs of
old stamps. The paper says
that there is no Old Master
painting in any gallery of
the world, no ancient statue,
no antique furniture, which
has not undergone repairs or
skilful restoration. Every
connoiseur and collector of
antiques accepts as a matter
of fact that such antiques
arc being repaired.

It is one of the rare "mixed frankings", bearing a 5 Rp.
Rayon I on dark blue paper, with framed Cross, used together
with a fine copy of the 2i Rp. "Winterthur", thus making up
the postal rate of 7j Happen which was in force in 1850,
during the transitional period, for letters weighing between
I and 1 ounce within the postal zone No. 1. The letter, posted
in Zurich on December 17, 1850 and addressed to Winterthur
(the "Winterthur" stamp was, of course, in fact issued by the
Zurich Postal District No. 8) bears in addition to a dated
circular postmark, two very clear impressions of the P.P.
cancellation. Zumsteints Special Catalogue refers to such a
"mixed franking" of 72 . Rp. on page 27 and a letter this franked
is valued there at F 2,400.- But the depicted entire is
particularly fine and would command an even higher valuation.
O c 0 g u g g n g . 3 0 u 0 0 n Ü D C 3 O O g a o. o n n o 0 0 0 o O R o a O n O o n g o o u 0 g 0
)

FAMOUS

SWISS

ON

STAMPS

X.

HEIRI PESTALOZZI
The famous educationist was born,
the son of a doctor, in Zurich on 12th January, 1746. A brilliant
scholar, who received his degree as
Master of Arts at the ago of 17, he
turned his interest to the life of
the poor peasant in the alpine
valleys, whose misery and ignorance
in those days he hoped to dispel by
introducing novel agricultural
methods. To this purpose he bought some plots of land, with
money lent to him by some well-meaning people, and started a
model farm, introducing for the first time agricultural machinery. But his associates soon loft him and he lost all his
money in his venture. Undaunted,'ho decided to become a schoolmaster in a poor rural community, at Stanz in Aargau. Here he
established his revolutionary new teaching methods, based on
his belief that every child has "dormant" talents and that
every branch Of knowledge can be developed by encouraging a
child to express itself. In this way he succeeded to develop
in the minds of his pupils a feeling of intellectual power
hitherto unknown to them. His work was interrupted by the invasion of the Austrians, but the Swiss authorities got interest
ed in his now educational methods, put the Castle of Berthoud
at his disposal and granted him a subsidy of 100 francs a year.
From Berthoud and later from the Castle of Yverdon, the "Pestalozzi method" spread throughout the world and the idea of the
"Kindergarten" was born. But Pestalozzi encountered much hostil-

.-
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The Geneva "cut-out" of 1846 (Zum. No.07) used to be for many decades probably the most
unpopular Swiss stamp - and it can be quite legitamtely described as a stamp because of
the natural reluctance of collectors to accept a "cut-out" from an envelope as a normal postage stamp. Yet, during the last few years, many serious collectors - have addressed their
minds to this intruder into the field of "normal" adhesive. Partly, the reluctance whioh
prevailed for such a long time, was caused by the fact that the "cut-out" had no original
gum - . being cut out from an envelope p and had to be gummed when used on folded letter sheets.
Today, it is one of the most sought after Swiss rarities if used on a folded letter. Indeed,
it is much rarer in this condition than the Bale Dove. The house-organ of the well-known
Bale firm of Ernest Muller published recently a statistic showing that during the last 30
years in some 80 important stamp auctions 46 fine entires bearing the Bale Dove, but only
21 Geneva"cut-outs" on entires came under the hammer. And in the famous âwitzerland collection of Baron Ferrari (long since dispersed) there was an array of Bale Doves and many other
classics on cover, but only two "cut-outs" on entires. Another reason for the neglect shown
to the Geneva "cutout" is that in contrast with
all other classics, the is hardly any philatelic
literature on this subject. It may therefore, be
worth while to give a brief outline of its history.
The Geneva Cantonal Post Office was - I
believe -- the first postal authority in .Europe to
issue envelopes with imprinted stamps. They were
printed by Charles A.Smith at Geneva from lithostones9 every envelope singly and the total issue
was 40,000: The first day of issue was February
Part of a rare
27th, 1846, some four years before the British
entire with a red
The Geneva
Post Office issued envelopes with imprinted stamps
"cut-out"
Geneva Rosette.
and thus started a fashion that was rapidly to
spread abroad. But the envelopes found little
interest with the public. The folded letter sheet, uaually sealed with wax, prevailed and
most of the envelopes remained unsold when on January 1st, 1849 the Federal postal authority
took over the cantonal posts. A decree published by the Federal Postal Direction in Juno,
1849 ordered that the stamps could be cut out from the envelopes and used on folded letters
or other wrappers, and thus the cut-outs started their short-lived career three years after
the actual issue of the envelopes. However, they proved as little popular as the original
envelopes, mainly because they had to be gummed
before sticking onto a folded letter sheet. The
Muller statistics show that of 35 known "cut-outs" on
entiros 24 had cancellations dated 1850 and 11 dated.
1851, while none wore found with cancellations either
of 1849 or 1852. Apart from these entiros in known
collections or offered in recent years at auctions,
there exist a fairly large number of "cut-outs" on
"fronts" and, pieces. Complete entires are extremely
A "front piece" with a "`cut-out"
rare. Of the cancellations the Geneva Rosette is
cancelled with a 15 line grille.
much less frequent tha e.the Grille or Lattice postmarks, and the red Rosette rarer than the blue, while both are rarer than the black one.
The lozenge cancellation is encountered in blue (mainly from Geneva) and also in black,
originating at Vaud, Neuchatel and also Zurich. The lozenge is the normal 15 lines grille
used in all postal districts soon after the transfer of the responsibility for the postal
service from the cantonal to the federal authorities.
The well-known Swiss expert, Dr. Fulpius, warns that many fakes exist where a genuine
(unused) cut-out has been mounted on a piece, sometimes already bearing some other cancellations, such as PP, PD or circulat dated postmarks and then "cancelled" with a forged rosette
or grille. A "cut-out" on an entire or even on a "front" is by far rarer than a complete
original envelope of 1846, which if not frequently used, was yet mailed in very much larger
number than "cut-outs" on folded letter sheets. The Geneva envelope must, of course, be regard,
ed as . "stationery" and belongs to that part of a Switzerland collection which embodies postcards, wrappers, envelopes with imprinted stamp designs etc., while a "cut-out" is an adhesive
stamp and should find its place in the distinguished company of the other Geneva issues, such
as the "Double Geneva" of 1843, the "Small Eagle" of 1845 and the "Large Eagle" of 1847.
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10 jo SUMMER DISCOUNT
on all orders received between June 1 & August 3'

zat.y'
This offer applies to all prices in our 1955 Catalogue and also to our Approval Service.
IN A WORLD OF RISING PRICES WHAT A TONIC TO SFr AN ADVERT. OFFERING PRICE REDUCTIONS !
Save 2/- in the F. N 0 W and fill your gaps in your Switzerland collection.
Make sure of getting finest quality by ordering from "THE SWISS SPECIALIST" - THE
AMATEUR
COLL . EC TOR
LTD.
27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park, London. N. 12.
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(Continued
from Page 4)
Why then, asks the paper, are
stamp collectors so averse to have
classic stamps, many a century old
or older, repaired. There is
something in a this e argument. eaeeaeae
ae

WHY
e o .. .
o e a s ...OLD
e a ST4VW
e o o NOTe eREPAIR

The initial cost of preparing a cylinder is
expensive, but after that the actual printing is a
very cheap process. A modern machine such as in use
now can produce 2 to 3 million stamps per hour and
8 9 000 million stamps are produced in a year at a cost
under E100,000.
FROM THE COMMITTEE
Mr. Smith then outlined the various stages of photoBriefly,
the
method
of
preparing
the
gravure printing.
SWISS FILMS FOR NOVEMBER MEETING IN
cylinder is as follows: A negative is made from the
LONDON
photograph and the negative can be retouched. When
passed as satisfactory, a positive is made by means of
Our Hon. Treasurer, Mr. A.J.Har ding,
a step and repeat camera (480 stamps to a sheet, as
who is an executive of the London
regards present production of current British stamps);
office'of the Swiss National Tourist
this camera is accurate to the nearest —1000th of an
Office, has kindly arranged a film
inch. A further negative is made from the positive on
show for our Society of Swisa
a gelatine coated paper, which is then transferred to
philatelic and tourism films.
the copper cylinder. Extreme care has to be taken at
The film show is to take place in
this stage as the gelatine is highly hygroscopic and.
November, and will be combined with
all operations are temperature-controlled. The cylinder
the monthly meeting of the London
is put into hot water which softens the paper backing
Group. New members in particular
so that it comes away, leaving the gelatine film adshould endeavour not to miss this
hering to the cylinder. The cylinder is cooled and
opportunity,
which will provide,
then etched by acid, and finally hardened.. When the
only
a
treat
for every friend of
printing operation takes place, colour variation is
Switzerland but will also convey
reduced to a minimum by preparing far more ink than
understanding of the complicated and
will be required. This is kept in'receptaoles in a
interesting methods of Swiss stamp
room beneath the printing machine, pumped up to the
production.
machine and the surplus returned to the receptacle.
EXCHANGE PACKET CONTRIBUTIONS
The ink is extremely fluid.
The parts of the cylinder other than the stamp
The Hon. Exchange Pkt. Supr. Mr.
images are chromium plates to withstand continuous
J.H. Short (115 Peppard Road,
wear. A quarter million sheets of stamps can be printCaversham, Reading) extends once
ed before the chromium shows signs of wear; it is reagain his request to all members to
chromed several times before a cylinder is discarded.
contribute to the Packets. The
During printing the cylinder is cleaned automatically
continuing dearth of material makes
by a thin sheet of flexible steel which passes across
it almost impossible to assemble and
the face of the cylinder between each printing operatsend out new packets. All grades of
ion and removes surplus ink. In recess printing this
material are welcome.
cleaning operation has to be done by means of a rag
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
which can at times, give rise to uneven inking. While
printing„ a guide hole is punched on the side of each
FIRST DAY COVERS COLLECTION
sheet. Each batch of 10 sheets is passed through the
perforating machine, which perforates three sides at a
FOR
SALE
time, and because of the accurate alignment of the
'guide hole the perforations are correct on each sheet.
Our member, Mr. A.H. of Ashford,
Of recent Swiss stamps, the Pro Patria and Pro
desires to dispose of a very complete
Juventute series (with the exception of the 5-5 c.
collection of PUBLICITY & HEALTH
value which is recess printed) are produced in photoRESORT POSTMARKS on P.T.T. First Day
gravure by Courvoisier.
covers. Total number of covers is
Mr. Smith then gave some interesting hints on how
35 2 and the market price is approxto detect forgeries by observing printing processes.
imately £30 - £35 for the lot.
We shall publish some further notes from his extremely
The seller is prepared to accept
interesting and instructive lecture in the next issue
offers at and above £15 for the lot.
of the "Helvetia News Letter".
Offers should be addressed to the
E.J.R.
Hon. Sec: Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
'LONDON
GROUP

INFORMATION WANTED
(Hon.Sec.Mrs.E.J.R awnsley, 32 Ethelbert Gdns., Ilford)
The closing meeting of the present season was held on
7th June. The expected record attendance was not quite
achieved owing to the difficulties of travelling due
to the railway strike. The majority of London members
live in suburban "dormitories" and it was gratifying
to see that in spite of the great inconvenience quite
a number of them braved the "rush hour" and came to
the meeting. Mr.L.C.Smith of M e ssrs.Harrison & Sons
Ltd. very nobly travelled all the,way from the secluded
strike-bound
p Loudon
don h,
give his moost tnterestingnlecture,
g
, excerpts
which
are published in this issue of the "News Letter".

The Hon. Secretary (Mrs. E.J.
Rawnsley) would greatly appreciate
details of any interesting or
unusual cancellations, route marks
etc. (preferably accompanied by a
sketch or tracing) which members may
come across, in order to assist in
her own researches on the subject and
also to pass on to other members.
References to any published
articles would also be welcome,

Chairman

Hon. Secretary

MR. E. H. SPIRO,
111, Bushey Road
London. S.W. 20.

,
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MR3. E. J. RAWNSLEY,
32 9 Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford.
Essex.
Edited by E.H.SPIRO

Hon. Treasurer
MR: A. J. HARDING,
31 9 Somerset Way,
Ivey. Bucks.
R.P.S.,L.
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Preparations for the National Philatelic t hibition in Lausanne from 15th to 23rd October
are in full swing, and although it was originally planned on a rather modest scale - as
compared with great international events of this kind - it is developing into a major affair
we--% promises to outshine the LUNABA of 1951.
taacause the Lausanne exhibition is a national show, the committee had chosen the month of
October when Swiss philatelists - after the end of the tourist season - have more leisure.
In some way this is regrettable as it will make it impossible for most British and other
foreign philatelists to combine a visit to Lausanne with their holiday. The last internation=.
al stamp exhibition in Switzerland, the IMABA, was held in August 1948•and attracted many
hundreds of foreign visitors. This time, as in Lucerne four years ago, it is a Swiss family
affair. But just because of this there will be at Lausanne a wonderful array of Switzerland
collections on show and we shall, therefore, report in detail about what will be on show
there, as the exhibits will be of particular interest to the collectors and students of
Swiss issues.
The "comite d'honneur" includes many eminent exhibition in a small country would seem very
ambitious (if one compares, for instance, the
names, which shows, in contrast with Britain,
how helpful the authorities are. It is headed vary much modest effort of the London
"National" stamp exhibitions arranged by the
by M.G. Lepori, the Federal Counsellor
Junior Philatelic Society and the Philatelic
(Minister) for Posts and Transport, and among
Traders Society at Central Hall, Westminster)
its members are the Prime Minister of
But already after few weeks the entries
Lipohtenstein, Herr Frick, the President of
exceeded the number of frames available.
ti ,Canton Vaud, M.E.'Jaquet, the Director
General of the P.T.T., Dr. Weber, the Director Incidentally, again to the credit of Swiss
of the U.P.U., Dr. Hess, and many others.
authorities, it should be mentioned that the
Our correspondent reports that the Organis1,000 frames were loaned to the exhibition
ing Committee has already received . a largo
organisers free of charge by the P.T.T.
number of gifts of valuable prizes, to be
(from their stock used on former occasions'
awarded by the Jury, which consists of nine
and at the Postal Museum). The P.T.T. will,
prominent Swiss philatelists and four foreign
of courso., be represented by many largo and
philatelists (including M. Lucien Berthelot,
interesting exhibits.
the president of the ' French Federation and
We have already reported that a special
Signor Alberto Diena, the famous Italian
postmark will be used during the exhibition
expert). It is a particularly happy Swiss
showing a picture of the Lausanne Cathedral,
tradition that many of the prizes consist of
and in addition there will be an Automobile
pieces of art rather than medals, and among
Post Office, in front of the exhibition
the gifts presented to the Committee is a
building, which will use a different (square
valuable clock given by the P.T.T., a paint"flag") postmark. Apart from the Miniature
ing by the well-known Swiss artist Paul Robert sheets, which will be sold at 2.- francs and
Perrin (a• gift from the Municipality of
will have a franking value of 30c. (the only
Lausanne), another fine clock presented by
not so pleasant feature of the exhibition
Courvoisier, the famous printers of Swiss
but apparently the only solution to finance
stamps, and several pieces of jewellery and
it), all mail posted at either of tho post
table silver as well as gold and silver
offices will be cancelled with tho appropwatches.
riate special postmark. Most visitors
As we have already reported, the exhibition
will probably secure the "propaganda" stamp,
is to take place in the halls of the Comptoir
which is already on sale since February,
Suisse - the fine and modern building where
and which depicts the Lausanne Cathedral
annually the Swiss Industrial Fairs are held.
and refers to the exhibition.
The'Committee limited the number of frames to
one thousand - a figure which for a national
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NUA+IDERS ISSUED OF P.J . 1 955

The P.T.T. announces officially
the following figures of the Pro
Juvontuto 1 955 issue; 5-50.
9,027,387; 10.10c, 7,021,858;
20-10c. 5,108,8849 30-10c.
1,383,6661 40-100. 1,673,739•
The number of P.J. stamp booklets
sold was 61,510, but the number
of stamps containod in those
booklets is already included in
the total ' figures of the individual stamps mentioned above.
POST AUTO ROUTE MUNICH-ST.MORITZ
For the first timo since 1939 the
direct post automobile coach service between St.Moritz and Munich
was re-started on July 1, and tho
route will be in operation until
the end of August. Wo are unable
to ascortain at the moment whether
mail convoyod by this route will
bo postmarked with a special
cancellation.
SEVERAL SPECIAL POST OFFICES
were or aro in operation during
the present season of International Congresses and other groat
events in Switzerland. From June
13 to 22 a special P.O. was open
at the Congress-house in Zurich
for the Intern. Lighting Conference, while another served the
International Education Conference
at tho Palais Wilson at Geneva
from July 4 to 12. Both used
special postmarks, the latter also
accoptod mail franked with stamps
of the Bureau Intern. d'Education
Mobile P.O.s using the special
flag postmarks operated at the
Music Festival in Borne, in Juno
the Geneva Intern, Aviation Mooting (from June 24 to July 17) and.
in addition to a mobile P.O. there
was a special post office at the
Federal Festival of Gymnastics in
Zurich during July, both using
special postmarks.

Today we illustrate a "minor gem" - just a block of
four of a Strubeli 5 Rappon o f the 185462 Sitting
Helvetia imperforate issue. Of course, blocks of four
of this issue are all rare
and not easy to come by,
and the cheapest catalogue
valuation put on a block
of the 5 Rappon is F 225
to P250, while some of the
rare values, such as No.
22A are as highly catalogued as up to P 1,000. The
block depicted hero is,
however, of particular
interest bocauso of its
extremely fine condition
and its rare bar cancellw
ation emanating from the
little post office of
Malters, a village about
5 miles east of Lucerno, on the route to Wolhusen.
One does not find nowadays such magnificent blocks'"?
four cancelled at some forlorn village and this alone
makes a piece like that a collector's gem.

Collectors interested in postmarks and postal markings
are often puzzled by some oarly'bachots" which seem to
make little sense and do not indicate either a cancellation or any "usual" obliteration applied by postal
authorities. In some cases such marks are, in fact,
merely private initials put on incoming mail by firms,
banks or government offices indicating that the missive
has been put into a register book, but more often they
are "reimbursement marks" used by the Swiss postal
authorities for the purpose of recovering the tax from
foroign postal offices. Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley has compiled
a number of such markings and we illustrate a few t°-? ow.
.

indicates that the postal rate is to
reimbursed to the Swiss Post by the
receiving country. The "A.E.D." stands
for "Affranohissement Etrango Dobourso" (Foreign
affranohisoement reimbursed) and the "7",for 7 Kroutzor,
the equivalent amount in German currency,

A SERIES OF NEW RAILWAY POSTCARDS

On many old stamploss letters we find
some of the markings depicted hero.
They usually indicato the origin of the
letter (though sometimes they may also
point to the "ligno" or (route) the
mail was carried, "L.B." rofors to •
"Lottro do Bale" /or perhaps Borne/,"L.G."
stands for "Lottro do Gonovo", "L.Z." for
Zurich and so on, The figures 10 K9 4 K
and 12 K indicate the postal rate in
Kroutzers, which the foreign postal
authorities, such as the French of German
had to reimburse to the Cantonal post....,
office from which the letter originated.
.

was issued by the P.T.T. last
months, bearing attractive pictures of rail and transport
subjects with appropriate
propaganda slogans.

L.Z.)
12 K

gal
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5
MORE WEBS - to August 31st 1955
during which to take advantage of our
1 0%
SUMMER
DISCOUNT
This offer applies to all prices in our 1955 Catalogue and also to our Approval Service.
IN . A. WORLD OF RISING PRICES WHAT A TOMIC TO SEE AN ADVERT OFFERING PRICE REDUCTIONS!
Savo 2/- in the £ N 0 W and fill the gaps in your Swiss collection,
THE
AMATEUR
COLLECTOR
LTD.
27 Westbury Road, Woodsi do Park, N.12.
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By Lt.-Colonel J.D.BLYTH, O.B.E,, R.P.S.,L.
(We have pleasure in publishing this "seasonable article" from the pen
our distinguished member and expert, who this time tackles a subject in a lighter vein
For the fifth time last December we have
seen swarms of insects lot loose into the
world of Swiss philately. Few collectors
can fail to appreciate the artistry of the
designers and the skill of the printers, but
it takes an entomologist to realise the
depth of knowledge needed for the accurate
portrayal of the insects themselves and also
for the delivato delineation in the background of the plants upon which the caterpillars (larvae to the pedants!) feed on
thej towards flight.

For the majority entomology as an active
pursuit fades and is forgotten before the
ending of the teens, but the young are often
ardent collectors of butterflies as well as
stamps; and as the latest Pro Juvontute set
moves from the stocking towards the album,
the house will ring with questions "What
sort of butterfly is that, Daddy?" ("Why do
I drive you to distraction, Mummy?") It is
to save Daddy and Mummy from anything beyond
normal fair wear and tear that I have prepared the following notes.

In 1950, on the 10-10c. value we find the Rod
Admiral. Its spiky caterpillar lives alone
on nettle. On 20--10c. is the Clifden Nonpareil
or Blue Underwing; a very rare visitor to this
country. About bees - one of which is depicted
on the 30-10c. stamp of the 1950 series - many
thick volumes have been written. According to
Pycraft's Natural History there are some 20,000
different species of Bee known to science and
distributed throughout the world, but mainly
to be found in the north and south temperate
zones. That all bees live socially is hives is
a fallacy. It has been estimated that rather
less than five per cent of them are really
social, and in the majority of cases each bee
BLUE UNDERtiVING
RED ADMIRAL
makes a solitary nest, preparing and provisioning one cell at a time.
All ;es collect honey and the name "Honey Bee" for the one on our stamp is as good a name
as any. The 40-10c. value of the same set portrays a yellow butterfly which is not known in
Britain, and has no English name. "Moor Yellow" is a reasonable translation of the German
"Moorgelbli.ng", in the fashion of descriptive English names such as "Meadow Brown" or "Wood
White".
The 10-10c. stamp of the 1951 Pro Juventute set shows the Dragon Fly, one of the small
delicate kinds whose brilliant colours are familiar to all anglers. It is wrong to call th e
butterfly on the 20-10c. value of this sot the "Swallow-tail", as this name belongs to the
English variety of the-Papilio family, the Papilio machaon. Fifty years ago this variety,
the Papilio podalirius, was called the "Scarce Swallow-tail".
On the 30-10e. stamp we find the Orange-tip: I always feel that the first appearance of
this lovely little thing is proof that, at last, summer.is on the way. The bluish-green
caterpillar eats hedge-mustard, cuckoo-flower, charlock, and several other plants. The
caterpillar of the Emperor Moth on the 40-10c. value of the 1951 P.J. set is a magnificent
creature, bright apple-green with narrow markings and chrome yellow warts out of which sprout
blackish bristles. It feeds on most moorland plants, bramble , heather , sallow, sloe , meadow
sweet etc.
On the 10-10c. stamp of 1952 is the Lady Bird,
the gardener's friend. Its larvae are those
brownish wingless insects one sees on rose
leaves. Their food is green fly. (No, they do
not believe that their house is on fire!)
The Marbled White portrayed on the 20-100.
stamp is generally found in or near woods.
The whity-brown caterpillar will oat most
kinds of grass. The Chalk Bill Blue on the
30-10c. value has a flattish caterpillar,
green with yellow stripes, it feeds on various
MOOR YELLOW
(To be continued
vetches.
HONEY BEE
`

)
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By L. C. SMITH
of Messrs. Harrison & Sons Ltd., London
In his lecture given in June to a meeting of
the London : Group of our Society Mr. Smith gave
many instructive hints on printing, some of
which we mentioned in the Juno issue of the
"Helvetia News Letter". Dealing with the methods
of distinguishing the . various printing processes in a simple manner, Mr. Smith made the
following points.
(a
Surface Printinz.
Most stamps printed in this process are from
"lino clichoes" and produced on coated paper.
The ink tends to run into the lines and the
appearance of the stamp is lighter in colour in
the middle. It needs a vary powerful magnifier
to establish this printing method.
(b) Lithography (Printing from ston e)
The appearance of the stamp is flat overall
(planographio). The fine lines may run together
giving a "massed effect", or some linos may
break away. Duo ' to damping of the paper during
printing, there may be some emulsification of
of the ink and oil and some slight spreading
towards the outer edge of the stamp.

(c) Rece ss pri nting
This method can be easily identified by fool.
The coloured lines are higher and the surface
of tho stamp feels rough.
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It is with deep regret that T
have'to announce the death; on 7th
July, of Mrs. Stella Spiro, wife of
our Chairman. I know all Members
will wish to join,me in expressing
our very sincere sympathy to
Mr. Spiro and his family.
E. J. RAUNSLEY, Hon. Sec.
FIRST ANNUAL COMPETITION
We are pleased to say that we have
succeeded in securing the services of Dr.
K. Strauss and Mr. Max Uohlinger, both
very well-known Swiss collectors, to act
as Adjudicators at our First Annual Cup
Competition, to be held on Tuesday, 6th
December, 1955•
Full details, including the Rules of
the Competition, will be published next
month, which Should allow Members plenty
of time to prepare their entries.
We shall look forward to receiving a
record number of entries so as to do
justice, not only to our Society, but also
to our eminent judges.

d^ Photograyuxe

The Hon. Secretary, Mrs. E,J.Rawnsloy,
This method is easiest to distinguish but a
check can be made by moans of a powerful magni- will be on holiday during the first two
weeks of August. All correspondence,
fying glass which will reveal the background
requests for library books, etc. will be
dots. Unlike newspaper photography, whore the
dealt with promptly on her return.
dots are of unequal size, the screen used for
printing stamps has dots, or rather minute
squares, each separated by a narrow margin,
which look (greatly magnified) .r.-CU
12.25 — 1956 S ,ASON
as the drawing on the right
and aro all of the same size.
UU
Meetings of the London Group will
Dealing with some forgeries, Mr. Smith
open on Tuesday, 4th October with the
pointed out that photographic forgeries are
Annual General Meeting, to be followed by
usually the most accurate, but can bo detected
short displays by members on 'RECENT
by their size which is not always dead accurate. ; ACQUISITIONS'.
The Sporati forgeries were produced by colloOn Tuesday, 1st November, we have
arranged for a showing of the P.T.T. films
gravure (which is a process somewhat akin to
photogravure and used for illustrating books.
on Swiss Stamp Production. This will take
The printing plate is of glass coated with a
place at the Swiss National Tourist Office,
hardened film of gelatine. The film is sensitCharing Cross and not at our usual mooting
ized and exposed to light under a reverse nogplace. Any country Members who may bo in
ative of the subject. Subsequent treatment with London on this date will be welcome to
glycerine and water swells the parts affected by attend.
light and gives the slight relief enabling imTho Competition, as announced, will be
pressions to be taken with prepared ink. From
held
at 'The Swan Hotel', Cosmo Place, W.C.I
such platos only a very limited number of prints
on
6th
December. All meetings aro held
can be made, which was suitable for Sperati's
from 6.30 - 8.30 p.m.
spurious work, as ho produced only a comparatively small number of forgeries of the groat
We are still open to receive suggestions
rarities.
for following meetings, and will be pleased
The collotype forgeries, Mr.. Smith said,
to arrange displays on any aspects of Swiss
can bo recognised when examined under a very
philately in order to assist Members.
powerful glass by the fact that the background
shoos very tiny grains, like minute crazy paving.
Some forgeries are easily detectable because the screen used was different from that used
for printing genuine stamps. For instance, the screen used by Harrison's contains 40,000

Chairman
MR. E. H. SPIRO,'
111, Bushey Road,
London. S.W. 20. I
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FOUNDER OF THE "BIBLIOTHEQUE BRITANNIQUE' HONOURED ON HIS 200TH ANNIVERSARY
Exclusive New Issue Report of the "Helvetia News Letter"
A n previous years, we are pleased to provide our Members and readers with . the first an
exclusive report about the Pro Juventute series to be issued on December 1st, 1955.
This time one of the stamps will be of special interest to the English-speaking philatelists.
It honours the co-founder of the "Bibliotheque Britannique", the 18th century collection of
French translations of works of British writers and poets.
A
The l0+10c. green/brown/yellow/blue, shows
The series will'again consist of five
values, - the lowest, 5+5c., brownish a Peacock butterfly, a near relative of the
Vanessa atalanta, the Rod Admiral, which
carmine, is printed in recess by the PTT
appeared on the same value in 1950.
printing works., in four sheets of fifty
On the 20+10c., red"grey/yellow/blue is a
stamps per cylinder, bearing the control
Saw-fly, commonly also known as a "Wood-wasp",
symbols A to D.
although it is not a wasp. It is one of the
This stamp shows the portrait of one
worst forest posts.
of the groat Swiss encyclopaedists,
The 30+10c. depicts a largo moth, described
Charles Pictet de Rochemonts, who was
in German as the "Yellow Boar", and whose
bown in Geneva in 1755, and whose 200th
English or Latin name the Editor was unable
birthday is thus celebrated this year.
to ascertain when these linos were written.
Pictet was a diplomat and represented
It seems that it is one of the Geometer moths.
)-- .homeland at various European courts.
The stamp is in brown/black/red/ocre.
Ems. his'name became famous when, with his
On the:40+10c. stamp is a typical alpine
brother, Marcus Augusto Pictet do Rochebutterfly, the Apollo or Alpine fritillary,
monte (a noted scientist and founder of
which lives only in high altitudes and does
the observatory on the Groat St,Bornhard)
not visit this country. This value is printed
the
"Bibliotheque
he established in 1796
in blue/grey/rod and shows in the background
Britannique", which later was widened to
a wort or orpino plant, on which the larva
the "Bibliotheque Univorselle", and in
of' the Apollo feeds.
which the works of the groat English
All four stamps showing insect designs are
writers (and later of those of other
printed
in rote-photogravure by Courvoisior
nations) were collected.
in two shoots @ 50 per cylinder. The sot
The four other values depict once again
will
be valid until June 30th, 1956
insects, as follows
>
;g .
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4th., 1955
of the HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY will be held on Tuesday, 0 c t o b e . r
prompt,
at
theSwan
Restaurant,
Cosmo
Place,
Southampton
Row,
London,'W.C.I.
at 6.45 p.m.
(short walking distance from the Holborn-Kingsway Underground Station; buses 68,77,188 and
196 stop at Cosmo Place in Southampton Row.)
Minutee of the Annual General Mooting held on November 2, 1954
AGENDA:
(3) Report by the Hon. Secretary.
(2) Chairman's address.
Hon.
fireasurer's
Report
and
Statement of Accounts
(4)
Motions
and
Resolutions.
(6)
Any other Business
(5)
(For details of NOMINATIONS and RESOLUTIONS turn to Page 4)
E.J. RAINNSLEY. Hon. Secretary.

E.H.SPIRO, Chairman.

s

NOT

AND 1^d

It is hoped by the Society's Committee that many members
will compote this year for the Silver Cup, and the following
notes on mounting may be useful, particularly as the
adjudicators will award up to 25 points for the arrangement
and writing up of the album pages entered.
I believe that there is no one-country collector today
who uses printed and illustrated album shoots, thus those
hints apply to loose-loaf, blank album pages. The grey
criss-cross of linos, called "quadrille" is to help in the
arrangement - of stamps on the page and to preserve symmetry.
Tho central, vertical and horizontal lines will be found to
be distinctly marked where they join the frame, while the
point of intersection, i.e. the exact oontre of the page,
is marked with a cross.
At least eight spaces should be allowed between the top
frame of the quadrille and the first row of stamps. These
spades are for any writing-up which the collector may
consider necessary. Thereafter the spacing between each row
of stamps and also between the stamps should be four spsqs
(though at times three or even two vertical spaces botw
stamps will not spoil the appearance of a page.)
MULLER'S 1956 CATALOGUE
The pages in an album should come in date order of . issuo
and each issue should be arranged, as far as possible, in
The now "Muller" is out and
order of face value. Sometimes a sot consists of stamps of
its 1956 edition has become an
different sizo (for instance the Pro Juventuto series of
almost specialised catalogue
of Switzerland, with many flaws 1937) and it may be convenient to mount the two . lar ge stamps
varieties and shades listed,
in the centre and the two smaller flanking them, oven it
Wo shall review this excellent
this is not strictly in order of face value.
catalogue in greater detail
If the stamps of an issue are all of the same size, they
next month. The price of only
should be mounted in rows containing alternately an odd and
F 2.- (plus F 1.20 postage,
an even number of items - or vice versa. For instance, if
the latter being no fault of
the first row contains three stamps, the impend may have
the publishers!) is extremely
two, the third can then be given five, the fourth two and
low for a handbook of 260 pages the fifth three. This is called the 3-2-5-2-3 formation.
with hundreds of pictures.
Numerous other formations can be built up on similar lines
such as the 2-1-4-3--2 formation and so on, But no more
YORKSHIRE/LANCS. GROUP
than five rows of stamps should be mounted on each page
the last meeting of the
unless it becomes overorowded.
Yorks/Lanes Group of the
In a row consisting of an odd number of stamps, the
Helvetia P.S. a comprehensive
middle stamp should lie ovenly - astride the central vertical
display of Swiss issues- from
line.' 'When, on the other hand, a row contains an even
the ancient to the modernnumber, the two central stamps should lie equi-distant
was given by our London member, (preferably two spaces to the loft and right) from the
Mr. H.L. Katcher. Members
central vertical line. Because the centre of the page is
were greatly impressed by the
a focal point, formations with the middle (third) row
wide range and the fine
containing an odd number (three or five) stamps are prefer
quality of the display.
able.
Obviously, where an issue is highly specialised or whore
OUR CHAIRMAN, Mr.E.H.Spiro
varieties are added, the arrangement may provide some
desires to express his sincere
problems, but these two should be solved in accordance
thanks for the many messages
with the foregoing "rules".
of sympathy .he received from
In a further instalment of this article I shall deal with
Members on the occasion of his
pages containing incomplete sets and some hints on writingrecent bereavement. Ho is
up,
quite unable to answer each of
E.H.S
them personally.
What seems to be first reference to the atom - at least
on Swiss stamps - appeared in
the form of two postmarks,
which wore in use at special
Geneva post offices, at the
Conference and Exhibition for
Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy
in August. One of the postmarks was used at the Palais
des Nations P.O. and the text
was "Conference Pour L'Utilisation Pacifique do l' Energie
Atomique - Nations Unies",
the other at the Exhibition
post office, with the text
"Pore Exposition Internationale L'Atome Pour La Paix".
Both were in use from August
8th to 20th.

;

;

,
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One of the most vexing things for a collector is to send time
and again for space-fillers and have the list returned without
the missing stamps.
THIS CANNOT HAPPEN IF YOU SEND YOUR WANTS LIST TO US I
As specialists it is our business to carry adequate stocks to satisfy all demands
TRY IT
WE REALLY CAN SUPPLY I
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., 27, WESTBURY ROAD, WOODSIDE PARK, LONDON, N. 12,

.
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SWISS S AvPS AND
\AI URAJS
By Lt.Colonel J.D. BLYTH, O.B,E.,E.P.S.,L

(Conclusion)

The highost value of the 1952 Pro Juvontuto set, the 40+1Oc. stamp depicts the Oak Egger Moth.
A male moth is shown; the female is considerably bigger and pale orange brown. The cater..
pillar is covered in brown silky fur, and oats bramble, dogwood, heather and various low
growing plants. Its name is said to have boon given to it on account of the resemblance of
its hard egg-shaped cocoon to an acorn.
The 1953 Pro Juvontuto series brought throe more insect pictures.. On tho 10+100. stamp
we find a specimen of the Black Archon. The name "Nun" (given in catalogues) is a translation
of its Latin name "Monacha", and should not be us.od in this country. The caterpillar is
groyish with brown and black stripos, it foods on oak, apple, pino and other trees. The
Camborwoll Beauty depicted on the 20+10e; value is a very rare visitor to this country. The
spiky caterpillar feeds on birch, sallow, willow, elm,
but not on nettle.
On the 30+10o. stamp we find a Longicorn Beetle.
Although there aro several kinds of "Long-horn"
bootlos in this country, only the Musk Bootle has an
English name, The bootlo on the stamp is a strangor,
anCliks- name "Purple Long Horn" is a translation
frc the Latin.
In 1954 four more insects adorned the Winter
Charity series. The Garden Tiger on the 10+10o.
CHALK-HILL
LADY-BIRD MARBLED
value is the commonest of the six kinds of Tiger
BLUE
.WHITE
moths found in this country. Its caterpillar is the true
"Woolly Boar", and it is wool or, blacker, and livelier than any of the other thirty kinds of
hairy caterpillars which cempoto for the name. It may be found oven in London gardens r. and
feeds on dandelion and almost any low growing plant. The hairs will
sometimes irritate and cause a rash on delicate skins of human
beings. Myself, when young, persuaded my still younger sister to
kiss a really fine specimen with the result that between the nose and
chin she rapidly took resemblance to a pelican,...
The Boo on tho 20+10.. stamp is correctly called the "Humble Boo",
but commonly known as the "Bumble Bee". It is said not to sting, and
I never hesitated to pick them off the window with a closed fist.
Usually they complain a little and push at ono!s fingers, but I did
got stung onoo. I don't know why; it may have boon because while I
was picking it up with ono hand, I acoidontally sot fire to the
curtain with the othor, Pyoraft's Natural History points out that
the Bumble boos resemble tho 'Wasps rather than the Hive :boos in
respect of their social life, as their colonios die out every autumn a
and only the f ortilisod qucons survive the winter. Some of the
Bumble boos (belonging to the Cuckoo genus) make use of thoir
GARDEN TIGER
onorgotio relatives rather than to work themselves. They do not
MOTH
produce workers, all, of them have lost their pollon-baskots and other characteristics of the
hard-working bee. They invade the nests of other Bumble-bees, and having killed the queen,
Usurp her place, taking control, laying eggs and having their grubs fed and reared by their
relatives.
The insect shown on the 30+10o. value is an Ascalaphus fly, belonging to the order of
Neuroptera, and in spite of its appearance greatly resembling to that of a butterfly, is not
a Lepidoptera but a near relative of the Any-lions and Snake-flies. Having a fondness for
warmth it does not visit this country - though the summer of 1955 would certainly have
suited its requirements
.
Finally, on the 40+10c. stamp of the 1954
Pro, Juventuo series, we find the picture of
a Swallow tail butterfly, the Papilio Maohaon.
Once more widely spread, this butterly is an'
inhabitant only of the fens, whore the green,
orange spotted caterpillar foods on fonnol,
milk parsley, wild carrot oto . .
When I was some nine years old, I saw a
single caterpillar found on tho edge of a
peat bog on County Clare. Irish entomological
philatelists should note! The 1955 Pro Juvontuto series will bring in December four more
insect pictures, including one of the £iorce
Saw-fly, ono of the worst posts of the forest.
SWALLOW-TAIL
Ar,r.Aport. 1'T,v
.
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NOMINATIONS for the election of Officers,
(Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon.Secrotary, Hon.
Treasurer, Hon.Exchange Packet Superintendent,
Chairman of the Export Committee) and of (not
exceeding) 12 Members of the Committee, which
will take place at tho

AN\U/AU 'GENERAL vaTING

No .9

Ninth Year)

C (mif--) Y 77oN
A s announced earlier, the First Annual. Cup
Competition will bo hold on T u e s d a Y9
DECEMBER 6th., 1955, at the Swan Restaurant,
Cosmo Place, Southampton Row, London, W.C.l. at
6.30 p.m.
The Sub.:Committee, appointed by the Society's
Committee, established the following COMPETITION RULES

should be sent to the Hon.Secrotary, Mrs. E.J.
Rawnsloy, without delay and roach her not later (1) Tho Competition shall be hold annually at
a date determined by the Committee of the
than first post on Monday, September 26th.
Helvetia P.S., as a display of album leaves
RESOLUTIONS to be moved at tho Annual General
from collections of Swiss stamps owned by
Meeting.
Any Member desiring to move a
Members of the Society. The display shall be
Resolution must give notice in writing, enclos- hold at a meeting of the London Group, but
ing the text odd the Resolution proposed, to the shall be open to all Members of the Society,
Hon.Secretary`before tho commencement of the
wherever they reside.
A.G.M., at the latest,
(2) Competitors shall enter not loss that six
and not more than ton sheets, comprising any
After the Business meeting, which is expected
postage stamps, charity, airmail, species
to last about one hour, thoro will' be an informal mooting of the London Group, to whichall postage due, official or other issues,
miniature sheets, semi-postal issues (such as
Members are invited to bring along for display
hotol•stamps, soldier stamps, airmail labels
"Recent Acquisitions" to their collections.
etc.), entir es, flown letters, postal stationMembers are requostod to make overt' effort
ery, issued in Switzerland and considered as
to attend the Annual General Meeting on
philatolio items in a stamp oollootion.
Tuesday, October 4th, 1955
(3) Entries must be submitted two weeks before
the date of the Competition.
For Agenda see page 1.
(4) A Jury, appointed by the Committee, of the
L.J. Rawnsley.
E.H. Spiro.
Helvetia P.S. shall judge entries and award
Chairman.
Hon. Secretary.
the Silver Cup to the owner of the entry which
00,
..1oga zg3
s:000uzs gs ,a:000„DOg:o
they shall select as most worthy.
(5) Entries shall be judged by a system of
LONDON
GROUP
points based on the following headings:
Programme 1 955/56
(i) General philatelic interest....... 25
October 4th: A.G.M. and Displays of "New
(ii) Originality (including research) ".e 25
Acquisitions".
(iii)Writing up and Arrangement ........ 25
November 1st: FILM SHOW "SWISS POSTAGE STAMPS"
(iv) Condition (catalogue value to
The film show will take place'at
be ignor ed) ; .. ... . 0 GS .
the Swiss Nat. Tourist Office,
100
Charing Cross. Watch out for
(6)
The
Cup,
awarded
annually,
shall
remain
in
further announcement in the Octthe
possession
of
the
winner
for
eleven
months
ober issue of the "Helvetia News
following the award and then be returned to
Letter".
the Competition Organiser named by the CommitDecember 6th: Annual Cup Competition
tee.
The Cup shall then be presented to the
February 7th: "Who's Who on Swiss Stamps"
next winner of the Annual Competition, but if
March 6th:
Air Mails Display
the same person wins three successive Annual
Postmarks and Cancellations
April 3rd:
Competitions, the Cup shall become his (or her)
May lets
Swiss Provisionals
property, and the Committee shall provide a
Open display
June 5th:
now Cup for the next Competition.
..

0,0

Mr. F. Crowther,.formorly of Leeds, and Mr. R.F.
Needs, formerly of Walton-on-Thames, who have
removed from their previous addresses are
requested to forward their now addresses to the
Hon, Secretary.
::.o. zoos:. :sss :..>s:: sssa:;sago q:ss: sss:

As mentioned in earlier "Helvetia News Letters"
the first Competition Gap has been donated to
the Society by the Chairman, Mr. E.H. Spiro,
and the'Committ©e are pleased to have secured
the services of Dr. K. Strauss, R.P.S.,L.
MAKE A NOTE OF THE DATE N 0 W
(who is well known to our memb.ors as a former
A N N UA L
C UP
COMPETIT ION member of the Society's Committee for several
years) and Mr. Max Uohlinger, a prominent
Tuesday, December 6th, 1955
Swiss philatelist, themselves both eminent
Entries (which will be fully insured up to £100 collectors, to act as our Adjudicators at the
or more on, special request, free of charge to '
first Annual Competition.
entrants) must roach the Competition Organiser,
Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley,32 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford,
Essex; by Registered Mail, not later than

PRESIDENT e EDWARD H. S P I R 0,R.P.S.,L,

L,E(
1Ps

Chairman

Hon. Secretary

(`DR. F.H. TAYLOR O.B.E.
17, Be4l trees Grove,
London. S.W. 16.

EDITORIAL

ifi-LvE7././v

Hon. Treasurer

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford. Essex.
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MR; A.J. HARDING9
.31, Somerset Way,
Iver. Bucks.

Edited by E.H.SPIRO, R.P.S.,L.
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At the December ,. eeting of the
London Group the entries of our
members will be displayed and the
two Adjudicators, Dr. K.Strauss,
R.P.S.,L. and Mr. Max Uehlinger will
award the Helvetia Silver Cup 1955
to the member submitting the most
meritous entry.
On Page 3 we publish again the
Competition Rules. They have been
drawn up in such a way that all .
members, whether far-advanced
specialists or collectors who have
only recently embarked upon collecting the issues of Switzerland will
be able to compete fairly with each
o t.
Th,, monetary or catalogue value of
the stamps entered will not count
at all as regards the de cision of
the Adjudicators. A few pages of
soma "common" stamps, which show that
their owner possesses the real philatelic grasp of a keen collector and
and has assembled his collection however modest in value - with a
loving interest, will have exactly
the same chance of winning the Cup
than an exhibit of some classics or
rarities....or, perhaps, even a
better chance.
Today, I want to appeal to a 1 1
our members to participate in this,
our first Competition.N6One needs to
keep his stamps "under a bushel" for
fear that they are "not good onou
to be entered. We want to have as
many competing entries as possible
and we shall describe them after the
Competition in the "News Letter",
discussing the good points and the
faults - thus helping other members
to arrange their album pages and
enlarge their philatelic knowledge.

Hon. Exchange
Pkt. Supt.

d
4

MR. J.H. SHORT,• t
115, Peppard Road, jif
Caversham.Reading.j
OCTOBER, 1955

IT-ED NA1C\
A COMMEMORATIVE STAMP AND A SERVICE STAMPS SET
On October 24, the P.T.T. issued a Commemorative
postage stamp, valid for general franking, and a set
six Service stamps, valid for the use of the Swiss
office of the United Nations at Geneva only.
These issues coincide with the 10th Anniversary of
the establishment of the U.N.0., at San Francisco in
October 1945. While the service stamps replace the
present series of Swiss stamps overprinted with the
inscription "NATIONS UNIES - OFFICE EUROPEEN" which
are being withdrawn at the same time, the single
commemorative stamp is a - tribute by Switzerland to
her international guests, who maintain at Geneva a
number of European agencies, though the headquarters
of U.N.O. is in New York.
The commemorative stamp is a value of 40 c., representing the postal rate for ordinary letters sent
abroad. It has been.designed by Hans Thoeni, shows a
terrestral globe with laurel twigs - the emblem of
U.N.O., and bears the inscription "NATIONS UNIE",
the dates "1945- 1 955", and in the lower part the word
"HELVETIA" and the value denomination. Printed in
blue and gold ochre (by rotogravure process at the
Courvoisier printery at La Chaux-do-Fonds) the stamp
is attractive and dignified in its simple yet impressive design.
wonum

''
arranged by the London Group of the H.P.S.
will be held on TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8th (N 0 T 1st}ii
at 6.45 p.m. sharp at the Swiss National Tourist
Office, Charing Cross - Strand, London. W.C. 2.
Members and friends invited - -Admission free.
It was produced on white, coated granite paper with rod and blue fibres- in two shoots of 50 stamps
per cylinder, bearing the control cyphers A. and B.
This commemorative will be valid for postage only
from October 24 until December 31 and sold at all
Swiss post offices. The Geneva 10 P.O., located in
the U.N.O. building, but not accessible to the
general will cancel all mail posted there with a
(continued...
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special commemorative postmark during the period mentioned.
Collectors desiring to have the stamp cancelledin this
DEATH OF Dr.GEORGE FULPIUS
manner, must use the service of the Philatelic Agency of
The, well-known Swiss philatelist
thé P.T.T., which is being provided without any charge.
and expert, Professor Fulpius died
Those who have accounts with the Philatelic Agency, or
after long illness at his home in
use to order stamps from the Agency by sending Intern.
Geneva, aged 69. Dr. Fulpius was
Reply Coupons, can order the commemorative stamp,
a good friend of our Society, actcancelled with the special postmark, in the usual way.
ed on many occasions as adviser and
The series of the now Service stamps consists of the
expert, solving some difficult
following values
queries submitted by the Editor on
5 c grey, 10 c. green, 20 c. red, 40 c. blue,
behalf
of our members, In the
60 c. brown and 2 Francs purple.
summer
of
1954, the Editor had the
The 5, 10 and 40c. stamps show a similar design as the
honour
and
pleasure to be Dr.
commemorative stamp, with the exception of the dates,
Fulpiu.s's
guest
and admired his
while the 20 and 60c. and the 2F..values depict in a
famous
collections,
which apart
horizontal design a winged figure, taken from a sculpfrom Swiss issues, included wonderture at the United Nations building at Geneva.
ful shows of Greece, the French
All values were designed by Hans Thoeni, the three
Colonies and Chile.
first mentioned were engraved by Albert Yersin, the
Dr. Fulpius, for many years a
three others by Karl Bickel.
Fellow of the Royal P.S. of London,
The set was printed in rotary recess process by the
was honoured by his admission to
P.T.T. Printing Works at Berne, on smooth white paper
the (British) Roll of Distinguished.
in two sheets of 50 stamps each per cylinder, with
Philatelists.
control numbers 1 and 2.
TEE SWISS DAY OP STAMP 1955
This is a definite issue to be valid until further
will
be hold at Bale, on December
notice for franking the official mail of the European
4th. A special postcard was dooffices of U.N.O. They will be sold mint to the public
signed by G. Matt, ' depicting the
only through the Philatelic Agency and the Secretariat
old Bale Letterbox, which was
of the Regional Postal Direction at Geneva (but not
designed by the Bale architect
by Swiss post offices.) Between October 24 and December
Molchior
Berri in 1844, who also
the
Geneva
10
P.O.
will
by
request
through
31, 1955,
designed the Bale Dove stamp.
the Philatelic Agency - supply those stamps cancelled
There are still w of these old .
with the special commemorative postmark, as applied
letter-boxes preserved in Bale, one
for the Swiss commemorative stamp.
affixed to the Spalden Gate and the
The "old" set of overprinted Swiss postage stamps
other in the St.Alban Vorstadt Rd.
(the eleven lower values in the Landscape design, the
six values of the Historical design, and the three
The P.T.T. will issue, as eaoh year,
a special postmark for the Day of
high francs values) can be still bought, mint or
cancelled to order, from the Philatelic Agency until
Stamp, to be used at the Bale P.O.
April 30, 1956, on which date they will be finally
THE LAUSANNE STAMP EXHIBITION
demonetized.
Our correspondents report that t he
Exhibition which was hold frog
October 15 to 23 was a great success. We hope to publish a detailed
report
about the exhibits in the
We reported exclusively about the "Winter charity"
next
issue
of the "News Letter".
Pro Juventute series in the September issue of the
AMERICAN
TRAVEL AGENTS RALLY
Helvetia "News Letter". Today wo want to add a few
The
American
Society of Travel
more details, which were not available when our first
Agents
held
a
special Convention
report was made. The portrait of Charles Pictet de
in
Switzerland
on the occasion of
Rochemont (who, incidentally, apart from being a famous
its
silver
jubilee.
The P.T.T.
encyclopaedist and co-founder of the Bibliotheque
honoured the American friends by
Britannique, was the principal initiator of the Neutralissuing a particularly large and
ity Act of. 1815, which establish Switzerland's "eternal
impressive flag-postmark which
neutrality in war-time") was engraved by Karl Bickel
was
in use from October 9 to 16 at
after a painting in the Geneva Arts Museum. The desthe
Lausanne Comptoir Suisse P.O.,
igns of the insects on the other four values are by
the
venue
of the rally.
Hans Fischer.
THE
FOUR
FOREIGN MINISTERS
The seer-fly depicted on the 1.Oa. value is a Great
of
Gt.Britain,
U.S.A., Franee'and
Horntail.
Russia,
now
meeting
at Geneva,
The revenue from the surtax of the Pro Juventute set
were
also
honoured
by
a special
is to benefit this year the Youth Foundation at 90 p.c.
postmark
applied
by
the
special
and the remainingg 10 p.c. will go to the Swiss Youth
P.O. installed for their conference
Hostel Association.
in
the U.N.O. building at Geneva.
The P.J. stamps can be ordered from the Philatelic
One
wonders sometimes whether the
Agency on a special illustrated envelope which was preSwiss
P.T.T. does not overdo a
pared by the Pro Juventute Foundation and costs 20e.
little
the issue of special post-A first day special postmark, designed by Hans
marks.
One day collectors will
Tomamichel, will be applied by the Philatelic Agency
just
give
up to bother about all
on all mail ordered from this office and dispatched on
these
postmarks
December 1st,, 1955,
,
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SrJAI R1.r^1rS ON MOUNTh
J/ t/MV(-UP
(Conclusion)
(

We repeat (condensed)the Rules
for the Cup Competition for
Tuesday, December 6th. 1955.
ALL MEMBERS, wherever they reside can take part in the Competition and the display arranged
by the London Group.

Generally speaking, a page should not be given more than
15 of the smaller sized stamps, and perhaps only eight or
nine of the larger ones. However, it may sometimes happen
that an issue runs into 16 9 18 or even 20 stamps - for
instance we may decide to mount all the "Standing Helvetia'
stamps with the same perforation and including several
shades - on one page. Again, when mounting the Landscape
Competitors shall enter not less
issue of 1936, we might prefer to include 18 or more of
than SIX and not more than TEN
these stamps on both smooth and grilled paper on the same
album leaves, comprising any postpage and may bo confronted with an array which exceeds
age stamps, charity, airmail,
18 or 20 stamps. Personally I prefer to arrange such
special, dues, official, or other
issues on two pages, and in any case would not advise to
issues, such as hotel stamps,
mount them in such a way that three quarters of the stamps
miniature sheets, soldier stamps,
of the same design occupy one page, a tailend of say, one
airmail labels, entrres, flown
quarter appears at the top of the following pa ge , only to
letters, postal stationery be followed by a few stamps of an entirely different
issuel in Switzerland.
issue and dosign . boneath.
ENTRIES MUST BE SUBMITTED
Always remember, that a page heavily loaded with stamps
NOT LATER THAN NOVEMBER 22
is never effective and therefore, it is wiser to spr°.d a
jto the Hon.Competition Organiser,'
longish series over two pages, even if the spacing c, each
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley,
page will have to be more generous than usual.
132 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford.
Incomplete issues often provide a headache. If the collThey must be sent by Registered
ector has only a few stamps of an issue and expects it
Mail. From their arrival at Mrs.
will be within the compass of his pocket eventually to get
Rawnsley's address until their
the remainder, he should plan out the formation of the
return to the owner, all entries
page with the help of the catalogue and put either a very
will be fully insured with a lead=lightly pencilled note (of the value or catalogue number) .
ing Insurance Company, up to £100,
or just four minute pencil dots at the four corners of the
free of charge, to the entrant.
space which will be occupied one day by the missing stamp
or stamps.
The entries will be judged on a
Writing up is a problem which must be solved according
points system, namely
with individual opinion and taste. For myself I do not
(1) General interest
25
like a page which has about as much "writing up" as stamps
(2) Originality .......
25
on it. After all, one has to use a catalogue to get one's
(3) Writing up and
detailed information and I therefore advocate only the
arrangement. 25
following items to be included,
(4) Condition ............ 25
(a) Date and description of issue. For instances_
Value will be ignored.
"1862-.6. SITTING HELVETIA. Perf. llb A very short note on designer, printer, paper etc.
We hope that many members will
and certain characteristics, such as Controlmark, Waterenter and compete for the Silver
mark etc., for instance,
Cup.
"Designed
J.Reiss,^printed by the Federal Mint at Berne
Embossed on white aper, with Controlmark I
more freedom
In certain cases I would grant ae littl
for detail, for instance it may be usefdl and enlightening
to add in the case of Pro Juventute,or other pictorial
ONLY A FEW WEEKS REMAIN DURING
stamps, a few words about the design, for instance:
WHICH YOU CAN BUY AT OLD PRICES!
Our buyer has just returned from "Swiss National Costumes" or "Swiss Rivers and Lakes"
Switzerland and much of the material and under each stamp a short additional description, such
he has brought back had to be bought as the name of the Canton of which the costume is depicted
or the name of the river etc. The same would apply to
at greatly increased prices!
names of famous men and women depicted, insects, flowers
The 1956 supplement to our
etc. Those additions will certainly enhance tho interest
catalogue will show several
of the non-philatelist to whom the album may be shown.
hundred increased quotations.
How to write up? Well that's a question which cannot
be
answered
in a short article. An excellent and inexpensSWISS STAMPS ARE ON
ive
book
on
"Writing Up" is published by Messrs. Stanley
THE RISE - BUY NOW!!
Gibbons Ltd., which gives advice on the many methods and
(The Basic 1955 Catalogue remains
technical means, such as the UNO stencils etc. Normally
in use for another 12 months -get
one will use black ink - incidentally NOT Indian ink
your copy now. 4/- plus 3d. post)
which is too thick but the "Nuscript" ink, manufactured
by the well-known firm of Reeves & Sons Ltd., which
" The Swiss Specialists "
larger stationers and artists shops stock. This ink is
kinder
to the cartridge paper used for album pages and it
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
is also easier to write with. Write up first and mount
27 WESTBURY ROAD,
LONDON. N. 12. afterwards. Otherwise an ink blot may easily destroy a
WOODSIDE PARK
good stamp.
Telephones HIL 68 57
...

...
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GENERAL

REPORT

MEETING

The A.G.M. took place on October 4, 1955 at the "Swan Hotel", Cosmo Place, London. W.C. 2.
Mr. A.J. Harding was in the chair, owing to the absence of the Chairman from London and to a
professional engagement of the Vice-Chairman, both of whom had sent apologies for absence.
The Hon. Secretary, Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, reported that despite certain difficulties, on the
whole tho past year had been successful. Some 15 new members had boon enrolled, although
the total membership remained about the same, due to the annual 'weed-out". Attendances at
London Group meetings slightly improved and it was hoped that this trend would continue.
An encouraging sign was the increase of interest in the Library of the Society. With the
enthusiasm and co-operation of members there was every reason to hope, Mrs. Rawnsley said,
that the forthcoming season would be even more successful and the Society's aim of promoting
a wider interest in Swiss philately could be achieved.
Mrs. Rawnsley read a report of the Hon. Exchange Packet Superintendent (because Mr. Short
was unfortunately prevented to be present, being away from London on business.)
He had done the best he could with the meagre amount of material put at his disposal and in
an endeavour to help matters some material had been purchased from Switzerland and other
booklets obtained from Swiss dealers. The main drawback to the latter method was the time
limit put on the return of the material. Obviously, the Swiss dealers were not too happy - to
wait many months. Two small packets are in circulation at present, mainly to new members,
and this again left nothing in hand. It would be appreciated if members would send in all
th9 could, bearing in mind that even modern material - postmarks, slogans etc. - was of
in
ast to other members..
The reports were adopted, the adoption having been proposed by Mr. Goldstrom and seconded
by Mr. Osborn.
The Hon. Treasurer's Report. Mr. A.J. Harding stated that as a copy of the Balance Sheet
had been circulated to all members prior to the A.G.M., there was little to add. The
financial situation of the Society was very sound and there is a substantial cash balance in
the bank. He emphasized that it was not the Society's intention to accumulate funds, he
would favour proposals to increase the library facilities. The financial report was adopted,
Mr. Goldstrom proposing and Mr. Needs seconding the motion,
The A.G.M. then proceeded to elect the Society's Officers and Committee. The result of the
vote was as follows:
OFFICERS for 1955/56
Vice-Chairman: A. J. HARDING Esq.
Chairman: DR. F.H. TAYLOR, O.B.E.
Hon.Treasurer: A. -J. HARDING Esq.
Hon.Secretary: MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY
Chairman, Expert Committee: E. SHURLY Esq.
Hon.Packet Supt: MR. J.H. SHORT Esq.

COMMITTEE

; 1955/5 6

L. JfQORE, M,B.E,, Esq., J.A. EASTWOOD, Esq., J.N. HIGHST:tD, Esq. - - (YORKS/LANCS. GROUP
J
McKENZIE - - (SCOTLAND)
P.N. LAUDER - -(WEST OF ENGLAND) TOM MORGAN - - (LONDON GROUP)
A.H. OSBORN Esq.
Hon. Auditor:
Mrs. Rawnsley proposed and Mr. Osborn seconded that in view of the fact that the Society
will next year be celebrating its first 10 years, it was a fitting way to mark this occasion
to elect Mr. E.H. SPIRO, the Society's founder, to its Presidency. Mr. Spiro had expressed
his willingness and the motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. Needs moved that a few booklets, not morothan 4 or 5 per packet, should be included
containing other than Swiss stamps. He said that only few members restricted their collecting
to one country and if some booklets with other stamos would be sent out with the Exchange
Packets, members would maintain interest in the packet even when they could find little new
Swiss material in the packet. Mr. Stiles seconded Mr. Need's motion and it was carried.
LONDON
ao

u,>.

o

o

YORK S H I R E / L A N C A S H I R E

G R OUP
o

a

The next meeting will be held on Tuesday,
November 8 (EIGHTH), not on November 1st, as
originally arranged, at the Swiss National
Tourist Office, Charing Cross, V.C. 2. (opposite
Lyons Corner House), when a P.T.T. film show
will be given. Several highly interesting films
showing the production of stamps by Engraving
and Photogravure processes will give members the
opportunity to get first hand knowledge of the
Swiss stamp printing methods. The films have
English sub-titles.
On December 6th, the London Group meeting will
be devoted to the Cup Competition display.. It •
will take place at 6.30 p.m. at the Swan Hotel,
.

GROUP
:
The first meeting of the new season was
held on October 15th and consisted of the
Chairman's display. The subject chosen by
Mr. U.F.J. Gosling was "Swiss Export Postage
Stamps". The syllabus of future meetings
will be announced shortly. Officers of the
Group for 1955/56 were elected as follows:
Chairman: E.F.J. Gosling Esq;,, Vice-Chairman:
J.N. Hi ghsted Esq., Hon.Sec.,Treasuror and
Packet Supt: J.A. Eastwood Esq., Asst.Sec.&
Hon.Translator: A.C. Wilson B.A.Esq.
Librarian: R,A.Hoylo Esq., Hon•Copyist: J.
Walker Esq., Publicity Sec.: L.Mooro M.B.E.Esq
,

PRESIDENT 8

EDWARD R. S P I R 0 9 R.P.S.,L.

NEV/V, i4LETTE
if

Chairmen

an, Secretary

JDR. F.R. TAYLOR 0.13E.
1117, Belltrees Grove,
h London. S.W. 16.
•••••••••••••••rn • ....... . • .

••• • • .• • .

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY, .
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford, Essex.'

I

Hon, Treasurer

1

MR, A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
'var. :BuCks,

I
1

Hon. Exchange
Pkt, Supt._

MR. J.H. SHORT,. 1
11 5, PePpard Road,
Caversham.Reading.

••••
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• EDITORIAL
WATCH THE "CONDITION"

The two adjudicators, who
jwoisised the entries in the
b annual competition of
our Society were full of praise
for the high standard of the
exhibits entered by members.
The two distinguished philatelists emphasized that they
notod with pleasant surprise
the fine condition of the
stamps - whether the more
scarce or common items - and
they congratulated the
exhibitors on their keen-ness
and care to include only fine
specimens on the album pages.
This fact alone justifies the
endeavour to hold such a
competition every year.
Tr---956 competition and its
successors - we hope - in many
years to come, will provide a
stimulus to all members of our
Society to vie with each other
in showing their treasures.
As Dr. Strauss said in his
most instructive analysis of
the entries displayed, one
should never include a damaged
or bad stamp just for the sake
of "filling a gap , temporarily".
The bad, stamps tends to be
left in the album and no
effort is made to replace 'it
later by a good specimen,
even if its value may be only
a few ponce.
"Rather leave a gap and'
wait for a fine specimen",
Dr. Strauss said,, "than put
a poor one just for the sake
of having a set complete.
The empty field will spur you
on to find an item in really
fine condition."

1955

/

CUR CUP COMPGT1TIC
HIGH STANDARD Or ENTRIES
There were 13 entries for the first Annual Competition
of our Society, which was'hold on December 6th. in London.
While the number of entries was not high in proportion to
our membership, the fact that about half of the entries came
from country members, it was quite encouraging and it is
hoped that those members who wore a little "shy" to take
part in the 1956 competition, will be inspired to enter next
year.
At the beginning ot the meeting, the President, IA:re E.H.
Spiro, introduced the two adjudicators, Dr. K. Strauss, the
author of'many studies on Swiss issues and a member of the
Royal Philatelic Society, and Mr. Max Uehlingar, the wellknown expert on classicissues and distinguished Swiss
philatelist.
The entries were displayed on long tables, in groups of
eight to ten sheets, and for nearly an hour the two judges
inspected every entry, making copious notes and finally retiring to a corner for a whispered conversation on their
final verdict.
Dr. K. Strauss then gave a most instructive summary,
dealing with nearly every entry, emphasising its merits and
gently criticising the faults or mistakes. To listen to the
advice given by Dr. Strauss and, by Mr. Uehlinger was sufficient reason to have attended this meeting, and, it is a pity
that the attendance was not higher.
•
The adjudicators stated that they had. had great difficulty in deciding the awards, for the general standard of
the entries was high and the condition Of the stamps displayed outstandingly good. They made their selection of the .
"winners" at first independently and on comparing notes had
themselves boon surprised to find that they had come to
almost identical conclusions.
Their awards were as follows: •
Mr. J. H. S h o r t, of Reading
HELVETIA CUP WINNERS
for a study of the 1900 Silver Jubilee issue of the
Universal Postal Union, showing good handling and
careful research of the subjects
SECOND PRIZEs (Philatelic Stock Book) s
Mr. J. W. W a it o r a, of Nottingham.
for a display of varieties, excellently illustrated
by enlarged sketches:
HIGHLY COMMENDED:
(1) Mr. R. H. H o y 1 e, of Halifax
for a beautifully presented study of "flower" stamps
illustrated with delightful water-colours.
(2) Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley,v of Ilford
for an entry entitles "The Development of the Postmark"
(Continued p.6
•
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UNT E 'S
GO LDgN ,J LIE3 I L_ EC;
There are three of four names of stamp deal-

MINIATURE SHEET PAID FOR EXHIBITION FRAMES
The revenue from
ers in the world, who are hoUsehOld words . to
the
sales of the
every philatelist. Stanley . Gibbons is one,
Lausanne Exhibition
Yvert Tenter, Scott - and certainly also
Miniature sheet was
Zumstein. This year the famous Swiss firm of
used by the Swiss
philatelic publishers and dealers celebrated
P.T.T. for the purits 50th anniversary.
chase of 1,300 new
It is significant•for the self-effacement
of its present head, Herr ArthurRertso h9 stainless steel
that his own name is rarely mentioned when one frames, which were
used at the exhibrefers to "Zumsteinls", though he had held
the reins at the firm's headquarters for more ...tion for the first.
than 35 of the 50 years of its existence; very time and will be put at the disposal of all
future national and international stamp
much longer than its founder Herr Ernst
exhibition in Switzerland. That's haw the Swiss
Zumstein.
Post Office treats philatelists!
Ernst Zumstein began
DEATH OF A WELL-KNOWN SWISS EXPERT
stamp collecting as a
Vic) hear with great regret of the sudden death
young office apprentice
(at the beginning of the of Herr W.Cueni, of Bale, at the early age of
58. Herr Cueni, who was one of the jurors at
century he worked as a
Lausanne was a leading member of the expert
trainee in London) and
in 1905 established him- committee of the Federation of Swiss Phila*-4lic
Societies and acted as a juror at many ini
self as a stamp dealer
in a very modest fashion. national exhibitions. So soon after the loss
But already 2 years later of Dr. Fulpius, the death of Herr Cueni is a
he began publishing the
particularly sad blow to Swiss philately.
"Philatelistische Borsen
MANY ISSUES LOSE THEIR VALIDITY ON DECEMBER ..31
Nachrichten", from which The following stamps will be "demonetized" and
later the now famous
lose their franking validity by the end of
ARTHUR HERTSCH
1955g All small Landscape stamps of 1936/48,
"Berner Briefmarken
head of
all airmail stamps, the Automobile stamps of
Zeitung emerged. What
Zumstein & Cie.
1937 & 1946, the Franco stamps of 1935, the
really established
Propaganda stamps of 1955 (Zum.NOs.520-3 2 3)
Zumstein as a foremost
European stamp dealer was and the Lausanne miniature sheet. On the other
hand, the three "Historical" values of 1941
his acquisition of the
ur4que Mirabaud collection, which contained no 500., 60c. and 70c. remain valid until further
less than 1,400 Cantonal items all in wonder- notice.
ful condition. In 1909 Zumstein published his
THE "DAY OF STAMP" 1955
was celebrated in Switzerfirst "Handbook and. Special Catalogue", which
soon became the bible of every Switzerland
land on December 4th, -- th
specia list. Still a youngish man, Herr ZuniBale, as its "philatelic:
stein died in 1918, a victim of the influenza
capital". The Bale P.S.
epidemic that swept Europe after the first
"Phoenix" arranged a fine
world war. At first it seemed that his firm
display and a meeting
might decline, but his widow bravely carried
attended by many collectors
on, until in 1920, Herr Arthur Hertsch, who
all over Switzerland. A special commemorative
had already made a name as a reputable phila- postcard, illustrating the old letter-box of
telist, took over the management. For thirty • 1844, preserved in the Postal Museum, was
five years, Herr Hertsch - later with his son, issued, and the P.T.T. provided the special
Max (who worked for a time in London) - led
postmark depicted above.
"Zumstein's" from success to success. As
ag;g2g;lggsgggsgggggggggggz;ggggggggggg;;g:g
chief editor of the completely revised Hand,
WANTS
AND
OFFERS
book, of the annual catalogues of Europe and.
Switzerland and Liechtenstein and tho author
Re lies to the Hon.Socretary,Mrs,E.J.Rawnsloy
of many studies and articles in his monthly
journal, Herr Hertsch stands today in the '- A member forming a specialised collection of
the 1900 U.P.U. issue desires to obtain
foremost ranks of world philatelists, and
examples with clear postmarks.
(BOX i)
that he has also become one of Europe's and
the world's most successful and respected
A member abroad is interested in Soldier stamps
stamp dealers seems almost incidental.
and would like to contact other members with a
The Editor knows that he speaks for every
view of exchange of information and/or stamps.
member of the "Helvetia Philatelic Society"
(BOX 2)
(who simply could not do without their "Zum") Exchange of information on T.P.O. and route
when he expresses sincere congratulations and markings urgently required by a member(BOX 3)
felicitations on the golden jubilee to the
(Members desiring to use this column - the
firm of Zumstein & Cie and to Messrs.Arthur
insertion of a short note is free of charge and Max Hertsch in particular, and adds a
can send their requirements to the Editor.)
heartfelt "Thank you" for all they have done i n
333333
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AN INTRODUCTION TO"STANDING HELVETIA
By GEORGE C A L DW E L L

-

-

-°

President of the Helvetia Society for Collectors of Switzerland
in the U.S.A.
The following article by an official of our American sister-society attempts no more
than to provide a general survey of the most interesting - and in some respect the most
difficult - modern issue of Swiss postage stamps. While it may appear "elementary" to the
advanced specialist it will_uridoubtedly provide many valuable hints to those readers who
have embarked or are about.to embark upon a more serious study of this issue.
The issue current in 1862-82, commonly
known as the "Sitting Helvetia" perforated,
was somewhat expensive to produce. The
printing in semi-relief necessitated the
gumming of the paper prior to printing,
which made the sheets rather difficult to
handle in the printing press. Another factor
as regards high costs was that two plates
had to be used - a matrix and a patrix required to produce the embossed effect.
These facts and also the reason that the
rats,
dull design had been in use for 20
years prompted the postal authorities to
decide on a change and particularly to
choose a cheaper process.
In the now design the symbolic Helvetia
was retained but in a standing position.
The oval band surrounding the vignatte
contains 22.44%48 9 representing the twentytwo Cantons of the Swiss Confederation.
The name of the designer does not seem to
be known. It does not appear in any of the
official documents. It is fairly safe to
assume that he was employed as an engraver
on the staff of the printing works of
Messrs. Mulhaupt & Son, of Berne, who received
the printing contract from the Postal
authorities.
A number of essays was prepared, somewhat
sit tr in design as that finally approved and
in 1661 the order was given to start the
production.
The stamps were printed by the intaglio
process, i.e. from plates with the etched
design sunk and the paper "wetted down" before
printing. The plates were what is commonly
known as "copper electros". An intermediate
plate, made from the original stool die, was
sunk into a shoot of load. This lead sheet
was then coated with a thin film of graphite
and copper plating, added by an electroplating process. The first plate consisted of
200 subjects each. These plates were later
(in 1900) superseded by four hundred subject
plates.
Mention should be made here of the reengraved (or Type II) values of 25e and 40c;
Those were printed from etched stool plates,
the now 40c. appearing in 1904 and the new
25c. in 1906. They were - as regards the

printing process - experimental in character,
The Retouches
Due to the softness of the copper plates
and the long period during which these stamps
were current, many plate flaws occurred - worn
plates, worn spots, scratches, cracks, defect
letters, defect figures, defect stars in the
oval and major defects in the background of
the Helvetia, as well as in the Helvetia
itself.
To prolong the use of the plates many of
these spots and faults were laboriously retouched, either by using a burin on the damaged plates, or by repeated "counter-sinking".
The specialisation of these retouches is a
most fascinating sidelight of Swiss philately.
Within the frame of this brief
"introduction" to the Standing
Helvetia issue it is impossible
to deal in detail even'with a
few of these retouches, but
the illustrations on this page
and in the next instalment of
the article may give some
The HELVETTA
idea of the interesting
flaw
problem facing specialists.
Looking through one's stamps of this
issue even the beginner:.may be lucky to find
some of the retouches, and the Zumstein Special
Catalogue lists most of the important ones,
adding many pictures, which provide a good
guide.
Other varieties of this issue include some
double impressions which are extremely scarce.

Two major retouches of the 250 value.
They show a criss-cross retouch with a burin
of the area around and right of the spearhead
and in the background near the face of the
Helvetia. They are rare and catalogues up to
(To be continued)
100 francs.

THE FINEST INVESTMENT
When spending money on stamps, the average collector,
even though he is prepared to pay for the pleasure he
;gets from his collection, likes to know that he is adding
'value to it as well!
We all remember the boom at the
lend of the War when pounds spent on many Colonial and
Foreign items were subsequently found to be worth
!shillings only!
o

e

.

.

o

THERE IS ONE COUNTRY HOWEVER, WHERE
THIS NEVER DID HAPPEN, NOR EVER WILL;
SWITZERLAND
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27 WESTBURY ROAD, LONDON. N.12.
"The Swiss Specialists"
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L-121 7YON IN LAIIISENNE
Stamp exhibitions have become during the last quarter of a
century an essential part of philately. Indeed, since there
are now only comparatively few of the great classic rarities
preserved - compared with the multitude of stamp collectors,
exhibitions provide the only opportunity to many philatelists
to see some of the great gems and to acquaint themselves with
the research of knowledgeable philatelists and postal histor ians. Obviously, the groat international exhibitions, such
as that in London, 1950, offer such opportunities. The
Lausanne Exhibition was "only" a "national" exhibition,
planned on a more modest scale, but oven so we could fill all
the six pages of this "Helvetia News Letter" with a report of
how splendidly the Swiss understand to organise an exhibition
General view of the main hall and about the wonderful presentation and magnificiont exhibit ;
But alas, we have just to limit our report to a few hundred
words.
The exhibition took place from October 15th to 23rd in the spacious and most suitable alagils
of the Swiss Trade Fair building at Lausanne. The committee entertained 120 guests-at a ague
prior to the opening, and among them were the Head of the Post and Railway Ministry, Federal
Councillor Giuseppe Lepori, Dr. F. Hess, tho director general of the U.P.U., the Prime Minister
of Liechtenstein, the director general of the P.T.T. and many other Swiss and foreign dignitaries. The City of Lausanne entertained the guests of honour and the 50 press representatives at
an evening reception and every visitor of Switzerland can imagine the culinary pleasures offer°
not to forgot the excellent "vins du pays" - which certainly lacked any "watermark".
Our picture may convey some idea of the extent of the exhibition. More than 300 exhibitor s
showed their treasures in over 1,300 frames, quite apart from the official exhibits of the
P.T.T. (among which was the famous pane of 48 of the 5o. Vaud, Zum. No.10 an d'the only existing
complete sheet of 100 Geneva Large Eagle 1846) the Liechtenstein Post Office, the printing
works of Courvoisier, the National Fete Committee and the Pro Juvontuto Foundation - all
exhibiting some unique items, proofs, essays etc., as well - as regards the printers - many
original dies, cylinders and scale models of their rotary presses, photogravure apparatus and
so on.
In the "Court of Honour" and tho "Hors concours" classes tho Swiss collections of Dr.
Fauehorre, M. Ritter (Postage Duos research), M. Well (Swiss Airmails) and J. Buehler ( a
magnificient study of Swiss Cantonals) took the pride of place. aa
Of the 11 groups, ranging from Europe to the Colonies, and from Airmails and Thomatica $o
Stationery and Philatelic Literature, we can deal horo only with the "Swiss Group".
Fiftyoight exhibitors occupied 350 frames, and what an orgy of beautiful and rare Swiss
P Herr G.E. Andoregg won easily the Gold Modal and the Grand Prix of the
issues that was
Exhibition with his marvellous display of Swiss classics, including an unique study of all five
types (and innumerable varieties) of the Zurich 4 and 6 Happen. A "sideline" of his collection
was an unsurpassed show of Swiss cancellations prior to 1900. Another gold medal went to M.
Gass-Kuechler for his "Sitting-Helvetia" display - probably the best now in existence. Other
medal winners were M. Trippet of New York, who showed Swiss Pioneer flights, Dr. H. Leeman (who
won a major award in London in 1950) who showed this time only his Telegraph stamps collection;
Herr Affeltranger, whose "mixed franking" ontires and peices told of probably a lifelong search
for these elusive items; Herr Staodoli, who showed a "Study of the Rayon I and II", that proved
his philatelic erudition on this subject beyond question. The only lady gold-medallist (our
Hon.Secretary, please note!) was Frau Doris Steinegger with a wonderful array of the "Sitting
Helvetia". Seventeen other exhibitors received Silver and Bronze medals and diplomas. In al
the 350 frames of Swiss issues surpassed in quality and variety anything shown before in this
specialist field.
If one considers that apart from the Swiss group, there were noarly 400 frames of Europe ,
41 frames of British Colonies (with a marvellous Cape of Good Hope collection of a Swiss
philatelist) nearly 80 frames containing airmail displays and another 400 frames with every
possible philatelic feature under the sun, one comes to the sad conclusion that our London
"National" Exhibition - whose main distinction are the numerous dealers' stalls - is but a
poor relation to'the "provincial" show in Lausanne. As in many other things or organisation
and presentation, we can learn quite a lot from our . Swiss friends in this regard.
During the exhibition, on October 21, 22 and 23, the Federation of Swiss Philatelic Societ ies hold its annual Congress in Lausanne. Apart from a lively social programme - with two
banquets and a reception, delegates hoard several interesting lectures (particularly one by Herr
J.J. Winkler on "Swiss Postal Routes" and saw several now P.T.T. films, Thoy also discussed ,
of course, problems of organisation and the societies they represented.
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ABOUT 5\AT7ZER
Many of our members know Switzerland well, spent happy holdiays there and have a fairly
good knowledge of the land and its people. Some of our members are Swiss nationals, others
used to work in Switzerland and to them the series of articles which we commence in this
issue of the "Helvetia News Letter" will'bring probably little that is new. But many others,
though ardent collectors of Swiss stamps, had never an opportunity to visit that beautiful
country and they often ask their more fortunate friends in our Society about Switzerland,
her people, her administration, her political, social and economic structure. It is for
those who are keenly interested to learn a little more about the Confederation and her
inhabitants that we decided to provide a series of articles based on a most instructive
little book entitled "All about Switzerland", published by the Swiss National Tourist Office.
This survey is not merely a "propaganda" pamphlet designed to attract foreign visitors.
It gives a fair and honest pen-picture and many of its descriptions will be of great use to
collectors of Swiss issues, because they will provide details that are often connected with
designs and pictures found on Swiss stamps.
There is no country in the world quite
like Switzerland. Small as it•is, it has
succeeded in welding 22 states, representing
a diversity of European languages and cultures, into one harmonious whole. Though
poo 4n natural resources, its people, by
the. own industry, have raised the country
to a level of prosperity difficult to realize where there are neither raw materials
nor a seacoast to facilitate trade.
The democratic structure of the country
has not only boon the determining factor in
uniting different races, religions and cultures. By adopting the principle of permanent
neutrality and renouncing any kind of power
politics, Switzerland has become a stablising element in international affairs and a
factor of peace in the heart of Europe.
Observers sometimes speak of the "miracle of
Switzerland" when they find realized here
what seems impossible elsewhere, when they
hear the love of one country expressed in
many tongues and see the brotherhood within
tbc' onfederation extended to people beyond
i
frontiers. Is it really a "miracle"
that has been brought about by the political
culture of Switzerland? A glance at life
in Switzerland will make us realize that it
is not so much a miracle as the result of
an adaption to the peculiar conditions of
life offered by the Confederation.

Here too is the souree of rivers which collect
in innumerable valleys and flow to all parts
of Europe. - The Rhine, after 235 miles in
Switzerland, lows onwards to the North Seale.
The Rhone reaches the French frontier 165 miles
away from its Swiss source and turns south to
the Mediterranean. The Inn feeds the Danube
from the Grisons and this forms a link with
the Black Sea; the Ticino flows from the
Gotthard to become a tributary of the Po9
which flows into the Adriatic. Over 40 rivers
and 45 lakes have moulded the face of the
country.

n

.. part of the beauty of Switzerland
is its very barrenness ..."
North of the Alps the landscape becomes broader and more peaceful, with'hills and dales,
only to soar upwards again, between the Rhine
and the Rhone to the ridges of the Jura
mountains.
As the land changes from the wild glacier
country to the southern mildness Of the Rhone
valley and the Ticino plain, the conditions of
life of its inhabitants, which determine their
character, change too. The type of houses and
settlements varies from district to district.
While in the Alps wooden chalets cling precariously to stoop slopes, the midland farmsteads stand broad and prosperous in their
spreading fields. The solid stone-roofed houses
of the Ticino look as if they had boon hewn
Lying in the heart of - Europe, Switzerland,
out of Gotthard rock, but the quaint wooden
in its small area of 15,950 sq.milos, has a
cottages of Apponzell lend a peculiar charm
wealth of natural beauty, such as is to bo
to the green slopes on which they stand.
found nowhere else in so small a spaoe. , The
The towns rise proudly above the rivers or
Alps, grouped round the Gotthard massif, roach cluster round the ends of the lakes.
the highest point with the Dufour Peak of
(To be continued)
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ANNUAL- -CUP_ - COMPETITION
(Continued from the front page)
The President presented the Cup to Mr. Short
with his own and the Committee's congratulE
tion and the award was greeted with great
acclamation.
The President also congratulated Mrs.
Rawnsley on the high commendation by the
judges for her fine postal h.-,.story display
and asked her to convey his felicitations
to the two country members,. Mr. Walters and
Hoyle, who were not present at the'meeting. Mr. Walters will, in the meantime ,
have duly received his prize.
In thanking the Adjudicators., the Chairman,
Dr. F.H. Taylor, O.B.E., said that the
Committee had decided to confer Honorary
Membership on each, as both were collectors
of Switzerland, and although it was unlikely
that the Society could "teach" either of
them anything about Swiss stamps they might
be interested in following the future of
our Society.
Dr. Strauss and Mr. Uehlinger accepted the
honour bestowed upon them with a few kind
words and were presented by the Editor of
the "Helvetia News Letter" with a small
collection of recent issues of the "News
Let r",sotha theyma learnmoreabout
our activities.
The Adjudicators - Mr. Uehlinger was
accompanied by his geed lady, who as Gwen
Brooks is a well-known philatelist in her
own right - and many members remained for a
while after the meeting was formally closed
in a lively conversation about ... stamps,
of course.
Mr. Uehlinger, who had visited the
Lausanne Exhibition provided a most interesting report about his impressions gathered
at the Swiss Show.

The annual subscription'of 7s. 6d. is
due on January 1st 1956, and members
are requested to remit the modest amount
,..,r
,ff.. - unchanged now for many years - , without
'fr=: delay to the Honorary. - Treasureri, Mr.
•'' A.J.HARDING, 31 Somerset Way, Iver. Buoks
YiOtWII:•:•:
fir' ": 0YL.^?.TTf Nye :''+i'!i' i:J : !^},r!^^i4Szi1
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LONDON

GROUP

Hon.Secretary: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford. Essex.
An enthralled audience watched four excellent films at the November meeting held at
the hall of the Swiss National Tourist Office
in the Strand. Mr.A.J.Harding introduced the
films, two of which were about the production
of Swiss stamps by the P.T.T. printery and. by
Courvoisior and two - in colour and with
sound - on tourism bringing a wonderful
travelogue of alpine scenery.

• +•:•:

:

FROM

THE

COMMITTEE

LIBRARY. The attention of members is drawn to
a now publication '(in French) which has been
added to the Library: "Marques Postales de la
Suisse Romande 1690-1850" by W.Linigor, J.Z.
Nagel and L.Vuillo. This very comprehensive
work, which is in 4 parts, covers the postal
history of Neuchatel, Valais, Vaud, Fribourg,
Geneva, the routes marks, occupied areas of
h
the Jura Bornois etc., and is illustrated
plates showing the various types of cancel
ations.
The Society has just acquired a copy of the
"Great Handbook of Swiss Cancellations 1843
1882" the standard work on Swiss postmarks
which is out of print and becoming a great
bibliographic rarity. Members desirous to
borrow this work are advised to notify the
Librarian, but are warned that there will be
probably long delays and that the book will
be issued according to awaiting list.
We have also received a copy of "The
Political Institutions of Switzerland" by
George Sauser-Hall, which contains much interesting information, if not philatelic.

EXCHANGE PACKET BRANCH. Perhaps the forthcoming Christmas holidays may allow members
to devote some of their rest to the making_
up of a few booklets with their duplicates.
The Exchange Packet Supt. is in dire need of
more material to keep the packets in
circulation.

YORKSZLANCS

GROUP

Hon.Soc: Mr.J.A.Eastwood, Whinneyfiold House

Skircoat Green, Halifax, Yorkshire.

On November 12th, Mr.R.A.Hoyle gave a
display of "Selected Items" consisting of
photographs, many taken by himself, of Swiss
scenery, buildings etc., having a bearing on
Swiss postal _history and illustrated wherever
possible by the appropriate stamps, covers or
postmarks.
The next meeting of the London Group will
On Deoember 10th members saw "Extraordintake place on February 7th 1956 (at the
aries and Varieties", presented by Messrs.
"Swan" Restaurant, Cosmo Place, Southampton
J.N. Highsted and J.A. Eastwood.
Row, W.C.1, at 6.30 p.m. when Mrs.Rawnsley
Forthcoming meetings (all on Saturdays at
will introduce a display on "Who is Who on
2.30 p.m. at the - residence of Mr.J.N.Highsted,
Swiss Stamps".
4,Park View Road, Heaton, Bradford) are as
We also hope to hold a good auction on that
follows:
night and members are invited to enter lots
JANUARY 14th. Airmails - general display
(stating the reserve if any) either by post
FEBRUARY
11th. "Quiz" - Nr.A.C.Wilson
toMrs.RawnleyfdsborethmMARCH
10th.
Helvetia Republic etc - Mr.L.Moore,
ing, or to bring them along to the meeting.
4 th . Silk Threa ds and 1 86 2 Helvetia GUIDEAPRIL1
issue -. Mr.E.M.Hamilton.
° °' ° °' MAY 5th. Annual General Meeting of YnrIca/T,annc

